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10 SUMMARY STATWNT

Many dropout studies seem to proceed from the assumption that

all dropouts tend to be alike. Researchers conducting these studies

thus seek from their data correlation indices, measures of central'

tendency, and other indicators of commonallA among dropouts&

Another body of literature, however, emphasizes hos dropouts differ.

Included here are a study of differences between dropouts of dif

ferent I.Q. levels, some speculative inquiries into the dropout

phenomenon,) and studies of some particula. r o a. An examinSticst

of this literature has led to the conclusion that nearly all dropouts,

can be considered to be deviants from the social system of high

scho but that they differ in the norms from which they deviate

and in the MechaniSms through which they leave school. Classes of

norms to whichaMboallexpect students to conform include:

Maintaining .,certain levels of performance in schOel work.

To meet this expectation students must not only possess certain

and levels of competence but must altiO adapt to the specifi4

modea of instruction in which theyare taught.,

-- Submitting to the requirements of classroom and school

management. Students must allow their behavior to be regulated for

':.he convenience of their teachers and administrators.

Moral expectations. Students are frequently expected to

abide by the moral codes of their teachers and administrators.

-- Peer group expectations. Students experience pressure' to

conform to tha norms of their fellow students°
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-- rams generated, from schools' social functionso Where

7

schools', in their, evolution, have come to perform specific functions

in their communities' these functions create. seta of expectations

for students.

This last set of norms is particularly important. Analyses are

presented of sone sdhOol systems that opeente to acculturate

Aembers of certain sub-cultures into middle class life. These

schools expect of students that they reject their own sub-culture,

behave like middle class Americans, and avoid any means of mobility

except individual, goal-oriented saf-improvement. Such schools 'have

very high dropout rates.

Though the act of dropping out is more or less voluntary for

mest students who are labeled by schools as deviants, others are'

ejected from school. Sometimes this ejection. is for the violation

of norms that have Political connotations, and students do not

always obtain due process. There are unresolved legal questions

to this area. Them is evidence, too, that a large number of black

stuLdents, perhaps as many as 100,000 a year, are expelled from newly

.desegregated schools°

There are other classe of pushouts. Three of these are: members

of cultural minorities for whom there are no programs; students whoa

some schools reftwe to serve, as the physically handicapped and

pregnant; and students with'unlque needs notserved by schools; as

the mentally retarded; the emotionally disturbed, and those with

perceptual handicapso
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Though it seems reasonable to believe that the dropping.out of

women is a different Phenamenon from the dropping out of men, there is

little research on this issue. There is indication that individual

interests are more strongly related to educational attainment for

woman than for men, and women dropouts are much more likely than
0

men to be married soon after they leave school. Further, women dropouts

are much less likely than men to be employed after leaving. In

addition; there is some evidence that teachers and counselors persist

in stereotyping women's roles, though this fact, if it is a fact,

has not been linked to dropping out.

An examination of some theoretical studies of dropouts has

revealed diffeirces in the use of that tern. Despite some problems,

the pupil and dropout accounting system proposed by Putnam and

Tankard in the U.S. Office of Education and by the National' Education

Association Project on School Dropouts represents a vast impravemett

over the chaos that preceded it. It has yet to be adopted, however.

Even ESEA Title VIII projects persist in using non-syStematic procedures.

One reform, that might have some beneficial consequence:: would be to

abandon the derogatory word ndropoutflin favor of a neutral temp

such as nachool.leaver.0

The analysis of dropping out as social deviance lends itself

weil,to a critique of ESEA Title VIII dropout prevention projects.

For the 'mdet part, the projects are based on needs assessments that

rest an superficial theories of causality. Generally speaking, project

efforts may be placed into twoclgsses: those that attempt to

promote students' conformity to existing norms; and those.that attempt

to modify the norms. I the first class belong counselOng, b'ehaviCr

6



modification, and most ',parental involvement,' efforts. In the

secbnd class are efforts to change students' learning environments,

itlnas
through job training and claseroom ovation° The norms that

are affected by these efforts are those related to Performance in

$
school work and to classroom management: Those norms that arise

from the social functioning of schools are 'largely (ignored. Moat

projects either show little awareness of these norms or seem to

take them for granted. Though the needs assessment of the Satealand,

S. D4 project demonstrates an understanding of problems related to

schools' social functions, the actual project operation doesnot

significantly address these problems,

These observations lead to a series of recommendations° School

systems seeking to face the issue dropouts raise should identity

the specific expectations in the school environment that aropeuts

are failing to meet. If these expectations prove to be unnecesear7

for educational acJievement, a school system wishing to reduce its

dropout rate should abandon them. Individual differences should be

respected in practice, not just on paper. Studental procedural,

political, and penional rights should be respected, and special

services 'should be provideb students with unique needs.'

' Further, school systems should become self-consciously aware af

the social assumptions behind their expectations. This awareness

should lead to a fundamental questioning of the idea that all

students should stay in school until graduation. The evidence

that high school graddatian may not promote individual mobility must



be faced, and a school system must ask if this is the. only farm

of mobility that it Should 'facilitate.

When deemed appropriate, a school system should remake its

social functions. It should promote more forms of social mobility

than just individual aspia4ation'ta.middlet class life. Included in

these other forms are various modes of group mobility.

A fundamental issue becomes that of power. When thafunotioning

of schools becomei destructive to many of the students they are charged

with serving, it is neceebary to return actual control of schools to

their communities. Token "participation" is not control.

For the dlopout phenomenon to be fully understood, further

research is needed on the social functioning of specific school systems"(

on the relationship between schooling and social mobility, and on the

effects of schooling on women.
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II. LITERATURE ON DROPOUTS' COMMONALITIES

A paradox arises from discusaird of dropping auto On the
.

one band, the purpose of many investigations of dropouts ia to discover

what they all tend to have in common, while an the other hand, muck

dropout,literature concerns itself with what is unique .n specific

settings and for specific classes of dropouts., The tendency to seek what

is commonis evident in, some studies of the "dropout problem" conducted

by State hoards of education. A common practice is to develop Orcillse

of the "typical" dropout in those States. Intended as aids in the

identification -of students likely to drop out, these profi47 amount

to liwts of attributes that dropontS tend, to possess, as indicated

by State-wide sdies. The Louisiana State Department of Education,

for example; constructed a "portrait of a typical dropout, 1967," based

on measures of central, tendency derived from survey results. This

"typical dropout" peas a&year-old law who "dropped out of school

in the tenth grade" and was "below-average in intelligence." Furtharr

His parents'had.eight years but less than twelve years of
schooling. . . . He was excessively absent from school. . .

He gave academic difficulty as the reason for leavingo,. .
He was unable to find employment after leaving schoolol

Youth in Tr nsitian
1

The reporting of the Youth in Transitian,study of male drspoute,

too, lends itself -to a reading that will emphasize the ocanaonalit7

of dropouts rather than their differences. Bachman's development

cs1

1Hohmann, 1967, p. 2l0
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of a series of predictors of educational attainment is a technique

that highlights the likenesses among dropouts that his data revealD

but this'techniqua might tend to obsciare the fact - -which his.data

demonstrate equally well--that there is great diversity within the

pdpulation of'driopouta. To display the relationships between his

predictor variables and educational at ainment, Bachman has con-
.

strutted bar graphs of the weighted proportional distribution of

his sample across the scales of his predictors. Each bar is broken

-into three sectional representing three levels, of attainment: dropping

out; graduating from high school; and entering post-secondary schooling°

Some of these graphs are quite striking... For !maple, the message
ii4"."°9

of the graph comparing rebellious behavior in school with educational

attainment seems quite clear. The higher the level of rebelliousness,

the greater the chance of dropping out and the less the,cEance of

entering College01 This is the same theme that is. sounded in the

r

accompanying text:

0 . . the pattefn is essential linear, and fairly strong:

Of those least rebellious in tenth grade (the ones who

answered "never" to most questions)/ less then i77
_rperrent became dropodts. At the other end o the scale,

of those Who *often" engaged in rebellious behavior in

school, we estimate that nearly half (about )45 percent)

dropped out. College entrance was also related to'scores

on this scale; the greater the level of rebellious (

behavior, the lower the likelihood of going to 'college,'

Yet the same set'of numbers that supports this eanclusion also

demonstrates that a substantial proportion of dropouts exhibited

'Bachman, et al., 1971, p. 709

21Wfd.,,pp.-69 and 710
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very little rebellioue behavior in school; some 38 percent of those

,tenth graders who would later drop out reported that they "seldomM

or "never" engaged in such behavior.' While the comparable proportions 4

of high school graduates who entered college and of.thotse who did not

are higher-53 and 66 percent, respectivelythe fact remains that a

substantial proportion were not rebellious.

Fundamentally, the difficulty suggested here is that a statement

of even a highly significant relationship between a predictor

.characteristioanddropping out does not imply that all dropouts

possess that characteristic, or even that it is valid to generalize

that dropouts ten8 to possesi that characteristic. Elsewhere, Bachman

is careful himself to point out this fact. While there is a strong

relationship between dropping out and coming from a broken home--

Bachman writes that "dropping out of high school is about trice as

likely among boys from b roken homes"--there are "limits to the

relationship" to be kept in mind:

Does this mean that a boy from a broken home will probab
become a dropout? No indeed'. the great major y o
boys from broken homes do not drop out. And it would be
equally mists n to conclude that most dropouts are the
product of kali hoiee: about two-thirds come from homes
that are int ot.'

There is a still more basic reasonswhy a reading of youth in

Transition documents might create an innacurately strong impression of.

coMmanality among droPouta. Underlying the construction of a survey research

1lbid., p. 207. These computations are derived from weighted
data on responding panel members.

2Ibid., pp. 31 and 33.
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variable is, if not the assumption, at least the hope that two.indi-

viduals with identical scores will be fundamentally alike or that

dimension for the purposes of the reaearch at hand. A partial teat of

whether this is the case is the variablels utility as a predictor.

Even if it is a very usebil predictor, however, such a variable may not

be of much use for other purposes, such as in the formulation of a

national dropout policy. One of Bachmann moot important variables,

for example, is socioeconomic level. Through a series of questions

developed from a similar set used in Project TALENT, Bachman sought

information from sample members on:

4

1. Father's occupational statue.
2. Father's education.
3. Motherla education.
h. Possessions in the home.
5., Number of books in the home.
6. Nalber of rooms per person in the home.1

Bachman gave each of these six "parts" equal weight, and on the basis

of his responses, each sample member was aasigned a point on a linear

cale

LIprove its validity, whether it is used.to predict -:. ... tionil
I.

attainment or afkilln employment. 'When'socioedonoMio level

The predictive power of the variable does_not seem great anon&

through technique. of Nhltiple Classification Analysis with three- .-r

familx.background dimensiangr-family siae, parental punitiveneee9.and.broken

home7-on.V 19.3 percent of the variance in educational attainmentls explained.?

313achman, et al., 1970, p. 11.

2 Bachman, et al., rill, p. 48.
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BachManis complete predictive modelAreats academic ability, school

attitudes an performance, and personality and behavior as'a"set of

predictive riables that together affect-attainment two ways. They ,

mediate s of the' effect of family'backgroundrand they-have scale

independ influence of their own. E' :bn this model explains less than

t?

half the variance in attainment; tt accounts for only 38 percent.'

Bachman's SE; varieOle is leas powerfUl as a predictor for

employment. Combined with academic ability, it accounts for only

4.9'percent of the variance in emploYient, and if dropping out is

added to the model as an-intervening variable'with some independent

effect, only 6.3 percent of the variance in employment is explained.

(Does-the fact that Bachman's -model explains such a email proportion

of the variance in employment invalidate what he cone-bides from this

models that dropping out has Very little independent effect on

employment? Bachman argues that"it,doet not, for two reasons. First,

the failure to explain more than 6.3 percent of variance in employment is

not because dropping out is badly measured.; On the oon the validity

of his measure of educational attainment is far greater' than that of*

the Other,predictive variables in the modal, approaching perfect

validity. Therefore, a more,powerfully.predictiye model might include

a greater number of predictive variables and might measure some of

the variables already present in this model more accurately, but

lIbid., Po



dropping out, by itself, would still account for less than four
411

percent of the total employment. Second, since Bachman

was able to,separate out the causes of dropping out only imperfectly,

even this four percent over-represents the independent effects of

dropping out, Part of the four percent must represent other causal

factors, for which dropping out may be merely symptomatic?),

That BachmanIs SEL variable is not a very powerfUl predictor

within his models, in other than a.. relative sense, does not, of course,

mean that it is invali Other reasons that his models are not more
4

pdwerfUl than they are include the possibility that he has omitted

other potentially powerful predictors or that other predictive variables
,

he uses are not accurately Measured. On the other hand, even if his measure

of SEL had proven itself to have greater predictive power, it would still.

be of limited use to politymakers. If this variable had been a very

powerful predictor, this fact would not imply that all persons with

identical SEL scores would live inbasicaIly similar social situations

or)that their social standing would influence educational attainment

through the same mechanisms. Rather, it would mean that the. Youth in

Transition staff had so simplified the reality of these persons' experiences

as to cut successfUlly across their differences. Clearly enough, for

some purposes, extracting what is common in this manner can be a very

fruitful procedure, but for other purposes, it may be far more impor-

tant to identify the differences.

For example, educators may find it usefill to know that an Oglala Sioux

eighth grade boy and his black tontemporary in a segregated school

lIbia., pp. 142-1440
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Houston's inner-city have scored identically on the SEL index. This_

knowledge may help to determine the likelihood that each vill drop out° /*".-

It may very be that knowing their fathers' occupational status, parents'

education, and possessions and rooms in their homes will, permit one

to make a guess of how likely eaih is to stay, with the confidence that

the. two guesses will be equally accurate. But for other purposes,

this knowledge will not be sufficient. If one's goal is to keep both

s udents in school, or is the more basic goal of providing for the

re 1 educational needs of each, more knowledge will be needed. A far

particular understanding will be necessary of what "socioeconomic

level" means in each particular case--of what the specific reality is

that the survey research variableceptpasonly general1y0 A more specific

understanding will be necessary, too, of the nature of the interaction

between SEL and, educational attainment. Knowing that an heffectft

exists will not be enough° It will be necessary to understand the

mechani4 of the effect, as it varies from particular situation to

situation

. *)

In the two examples above (both of which will be examined at greater

longth later in this paper), SEL--or the reality that this variable

vaguely represents--can be demonstrated to operate different1y. The low

socioeconomic level, of the Oglala Sioux student is one fact of a much

greater phenomenon, which embraces, among other aspects, the history

of Indian-white relationships in this country, the specific culture

of the Oglala, and the institutions the federal government has devised

for dealing with this country's Indian population. The mechanisms

through which SEL affects educational attainment will involve, for

example, the effects or a culture gap between the Ogleia and the school,

15
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both as the chool is the institution mediating between white and

Indian societies and as the school is the locus of an institutionalised

culture ofNits own. An education policy that comes to gripe with a high

dropout among the Oglala will, therefore, have to be based on a very

subtle un erstanding of the relationship between the students'and the

school and on a very particular understanding of low socioeconomic

level.

The meaning of law socioeconomic level will be significantly

different for the Houston student. As will be discussed at greater

length later in this paperi'high dropout rates among blacks in

segregated schools there have been related to the fact that theli

teachers, who lived in the isolated milieu of the city's middle class._

blacks, imposed a set of expectations on their students. The most

importantlof these was that the students aspire to middle class life

by rejecting their awn backgrounds, as the teachers themselves had done.

It wild, then, be misleading to say that low socioeconomic level, per

se, causes a high dropout rate. Rather, a complicated interaction between

.
certain values students encounter in school and the influence of their

home and community environments leads many students to leave before

graduation. Education planners who would face the fact of a high

dropout rate must understand the specific mechanism involved.

Thus such survey research as Bachman's, while it can'yield muds

valuable inrormation, dOes not in itself allow the construction of

theories of social behavior. For the two inter-related reasons that

Bachman's 'models are not sufficiently complicated and that ey obscure

I

some significant individual differences, his.reSearCh is not sufficient;

16,



base for formulating answers to such-crucial policy issues as what

educational optima students identified as potential dropouts should

be provided or how the social patterns of schools might be changed

in certain locales°

A,
1,
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III. DROPOUTS' Dirlei,RENCES

15

There I§ a second body of literature, concerning differences

that exist among dropouts. In general, this literature may be sorted

into three classes: examinations of statistical data that focus not

on the modal points but on the polar ends of bellpshaped distribution

curves; area-specific studies that emphasize what is unique to givenarea-specific

and conceptual speculations that are not tied to specific

research results.

'VW Capable Students Drop Out"

An example of literature from this first class is Woollatt'a

review of some dropout literature, published in the Bulletin of the

National Association of Secondary School Principals, ff107 Capable

students Drop Out." Most of his analysis is on data from the New York

State Holdtng Power study, a longitudinal study of high schoolstudenta

and withdrawals conducted between 1957 and 1960. The variable he

examines is I.Q. test score. Score distributions by sex and grade

/(
the dropout left arer

NEW YORK STATE
HOLDING POWER PROJECT, 1957-1960X

I.Q.

20

No. of Dropouts
Grade Sax Total

11 )3
F

No. Pet.

130..239 2 3 3 2 5 003
120 -129 2 7 17 /9 7 26 1.6

110,119 39 74 49 '93 69 162 1062

100-109 109 167 135 214 197 411 25.8

90- 99 189 183 132 265 239 504 31.7
80- 89 163 108 53 190 134 32h 20.3

70- 79 75 40 13 73 55 128 8.0

60.159 13 15 h 23 9 32 2.0

50- 59 1 1 1 0.1

tOTAL 596 597 406 a0 71) 1593 100441

21Woollatt, 1961, p. 5. (Table 4.)
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A simple eye-balling of these numbers reveals some interesting

facts (though, because of the design and time of the research,

results most beam as suggestive, ndt 'conclusive). First,o,oignificant

proportion of dropouts scored substantially over 100. Therefore,

generalizations arut dropouts awne low intelligence must be

suspect.t ,Second, the distribution curve ia displaced upward over

time. That is, the higher the grade in which a doepret ]efts the

higher his I.Q. score was likely to be. This observation is noneiatent

with BaChnan'a attempt to conceptualize eduCationalAttainment as

a continua, but it suggests that the idea can be taken farther.

While Bachman treated attainment as a trichotaiy-with the three

divisions of dropouts; high school graduates not enteri7ollegel,

and graduates entering college -.' these data suggest significant

different:4S among.dropouta from grades 10, 11, and 12. Fines, I.Q.

differences between male and female dropouta may be fairly subtle.

/'

The distribution of female dropouts msy have leas variance than the

distribution of males, but napther difference is obvious.

Woollatt identifies some differences between dropouts above ami,

below 110-in reasons indicated for leaving school. Both the dropout

himself and his counselor were in each' case asked to name thereto=

for leaving school, apparently by choosing one response from a given

list. Among males, proportionately more high- than low-T.Qo dropouts

indicated "Failure in subject(s)" or "Family needs income." Among

females, snore low -I.Q. dropouts indicated npislikes achooll "Failure

in subject(s),"FrOfere job to schoolsn or "Wants own income," while

more high -I.Q. dropouts indicated "Desires to marry.01

1/bid., P. 7.

19'
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Counselors' perceptions did not coincide with the dropouts',

but they do imply differences between Z.Q. groups. In the reasons

counselors assigned, more high-I.Q. males left for reasons, of

"Discipline," "Lack of effort," "Parental attitude-.4amily

tion;" or 93motional and social," and more males left for

reasons of "Dislikes school," "Lack, of suecees," "Low ability," and

"Overage for grade." On the other hand, counselors indicated that

more high-r.Q. females left for the reasons "'Dislikes

"Parental attitude family 9ituation," or "Marriage related," while

more low-T.Q females left .for the reasons "Lack of success," "Law .

ability," "Overage for grade," or "Motional and eocialol

For a number of reasons, the specific results Woollatt reports

probably could not be trusted* His data come from only one State

sand are by now quite old, and, moreover, the methodology is dearly

not sophisticated enough to unravel the web of causal factors that

lead to a student's dropping out. Nonetheless, the resultp point

toward the conclusion that there say be substantial differences among

dropouts. and that some ofithase differences may be expressed as dif

forewee between high- and students or among dropouts leaving

at'different levels of high school* This present investigation has

pot uncovered other useful research into these specific differences.

Area-specific studies are numerous. They differ greatly,

however, in their intent and methods. "While sO'le make use of sophis-

ticated techniques of social analysis, others are little more than

4111

4

I/bid., p.
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h ad counts of dropouts from school systems. The needs assessments

or evaluation results of some ESFA Title VIII dropout prevention

pr jects might be classified here, though in general their results

ha, been of limited used Some studies that identify local peculiarities

be examined in a'later section of this papas.

*Dropouts --* Political Problem*

A usefUl example Of the third 4aaa of literature is S. M. Milleres

Paper, *Dropouts--A Political ProblenVo for the December 1962 National .

Education Association conference on dropouts in lisehington. 'Because

Miller attempts to create a complete taxonomy of thevarietiatr of

the species called *dropout,* his paper will be quoted at length. His

primary division is between middle and lower Class dropouts. He

suspects (and, of course, considerable research supports this conclusion)

that most dropouts are lower classokut the middle class dropout does

exist in 3arge numbers, and he is relatively unanalysed dhd unresearchad.

Miller writest

The likelihood is that there is considerable variation among
middle class dropouts. Three types seem to emerge: (a) the
dropout with school-related emotional difficulties, (b) the
emotionally disturbed dropout whoee.difficulties are not directly
related to school, and (c) the dropout fram a famiky which is
economically marginal to the middle class. The latter type,
I would guess, makes up the bulk of the middle class dropouts.'"

He identifies four classes of low-income dropouts, "(a) school-

inadequate, (b) school-rejecting, (c) school-perplexed, and (d) school-

irrelevant*:

1Miller, 1964, P. 130

21
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The school-inadequate category refers to those Who may have
difficulty in completing school because of low intellectual
functioning or disturbing emotional functioning. This
category is probably ranch smaller than generally assumed.'

Of the "school -re cting" dropout he writes:

The second type of low income dropout is propelled by a
push away from school. Not a few find school as presently
conducted confining, unusefUl, ego-destructive.
I doubt if moat low income dropouts'leave school cause

of pure dislike of it.

Miller describes the experience of the school-perPlems40

drOPoutr

For many low income youth and fanilies, a complete and unrelieved
rejection of school does not exist. We have to recognize that
many come to school with some personal or fanilY concerns
about it buttecone perplemed"lost, and sometimes reactive
against the school experience, ending up as dropouts..'

Piller guesses that the first two cateiaa are small, the third
y,t

growing, but the fourth, the uschool-irrelevantu dropouts, the

largest:

Elegy prospective dropouts never have expected to graduate..
they have a job level in mind which does not require much
education. Since they see education instrumentally, they
are not interested in school as such, and the school's
inability to interest they compotuids the problee44

millarle analysis lelds him to conclude that the primary Aocus

of efforts to deal with the "dropout problem" should not be on the

schools, least of all on keeping students in school, but rather on

the employment experiences people face when they leave school, at

whatever. point. Author; he, argues:

libtd.

2rbid. p.

301d., pp. 15-16.

p. 15.
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Wa should be aiming to make the problem of unemployment

and unsatis factors employment a problem of politics- -

of citi*enship rights, of economic rights, of social

rights.'

Instead of constructing a bag, ofattriVstes that dropouts are

supposed to have in common, Miller has, then, conceived of different

sets of dropouts, each presumably with its own identifying charaCterintice.

4

and each with different educational needs. his model is., of course,

consistent with the notion'that all dropouts might tend to have

attributes in common, too--that their common alienation might find

expression some common forms of behavior. Nonetheless, his orientation

is fundamen different from that of those who seek to Create dropout

nprofiles." Rather than seeking to unify the concept of adropout, a

process which would tend to lead to a unified nsolution,n he has sought

to diversify it. .Ris way of-thipkinuwould lead to a diversified set

of strategies to keep pupils in school, if that were one's aim, or to

the creation of a diversified set of educational institutions. if one's

goal were the more basic objective of meeting educational naiads. Without

ecesaarily accepting the specific categories he suggests, it is, therefore,

p risible to recogpize that his, thinking is on a higher level than that

of those who seek only to describe ths typical dropout.

Miller's model, 'however falls short of being a comprehepaive

theory of dropout behavior (not, of course, that creating a comp.

prensive theory was his intention). His model does not attempt to

po 24o
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explain the specifib nature of the interaction between the dropout=

prone individual and his school environment and the mechanisms

through which the potential dropout becomes the actual dropout.

"Deviance in the Public School: An Interactional View"

Walter E. Schafer, in " Deviance in the Public School: An Inter-

actional View," offers'some theoretical notions that can become the

outline of such a comprehenSive theory, which will at once attempt to

explain commonalities among drOpouts and, in a more fundamental way

than Miller's model, the ways in which they differ.

Schafer attempts toeimplainthe social context and mechanisms of a

series of behaviors that are likely to get a student in trouble in

school. These' behaviors would include various forms of rebelliousness,

academic failure, absenteeism, and-*-at the most extreme edge=-dropping

out. What these behaviors have most fundamentally in common, ichataW

argues, is that they are acts of deviance from the norms of the school.

Deviance, however, is not an intrinsic quality of an act itself; an

act is deviant only in relation to a specific set of norms, according

to Schafer's analysis:

The starting point df an interactional approach to deviance
is the observation that there is nothing inherent in the
act making it deviant. It becomes so - only as a label is
applied to it by others. This in turn happens when the
act is defined as a violation of some social norm. 00

leaviamcg is the product of an exchange between an
individual and some other individuals, who represent or
claim to represent the interests and standards of a particular
group. It is not properly to be seen simply as action engaged
in by an individual, but rather as characteristic of an
interaction between'Persons.1

.

1Schafer, 1967, pp. 51 and 52.
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Schafer makes the a priori argument, which, of course, considerable

research supports, that dropping out, whatever its specific nature,

will. very rarely be an isolated act. It willoalmost always be only

the final act of a general pattern of deviant behavior (though deviance

need.not always end with dropping out)o Schafer identifies four

significant aspects of the deviant role. First, the role must be entered*

The deviant must be so labele0. Having violated thf norms of his

school, a student to become a deviant must be publicly identifed as a

transgressor, whether through the application of sanctions (ae formal

disciplinary action or more subtle social sanctions) Or through the

;provision of treatment. The two crucial points inbaWafer's analysis,

then, are: firstothat the transgressing student does not become a

deviant unless the norms,he violates are enforced and, second, that

this norm enforcement is not necessarily punishment. It may be

accomplished through such relatively benign action as ass

student- to a "remedial class. In either eases it is pu cly confirmed

41
that he has violated school norms.

This analysis of role entry suggests two dilemmas in dealing

with a student who violates norms. The first dilemma is between

norm enforcement and confirming the student's status as an outsider*

Though the ignoring of norm violation, Schafer argues, may lead to a

lees of'social control, enforcing norms will push students into

deviant roles, wtiCh will confirm their position as altogether outside

the riorma. The second dilemma, closely related to the first, is

betwemn'early identification and early confirmation of the deviant

identity. If a student is identified as a potential dropout, he may

2r
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receive remedial treatment to help him perform better in school*

But he will thereby _become identified as a' deviant, and this may

become a self-fulfilling prophecy; the provision of treatment, by

identifying him as outside school norms, may make it more likely that

he will drop out,

The second a spect of the deviant role that Schafer identifies is the

y

differential response of sChools to deviance. As already -discussed, Um.

responsemay lie anYwhereon the spectrum of extreme punitiveness to
' -

,

special efforts to help. It is a fairly complicated matter0Chafer,

suggests, to predict how a school will react, because it depends on

much more thah simply what the violated norms were:

' What happens to a student once he is defined aea
deviant depends not only on what he did, but also on who
he is, what his pact record is, who saw and judgid him, and
whereit occurred.

the effects of schoolresponses--the third aspect Schafer discusses...-

likewise vary from case to case. -Schafer'believea there to be three

internal factoh that make it likely for a student to behave inwaya

(s,

his school will find objectionable, and, he argues, unless the

school's response is; appropriate to the particUlar,,factor. involved, the

result may be the opposite of intended:

. There are three ind vidual (or internal) factors
that may result in behavio or performance likely to be
defined as unacceptable by the schools low innate capability,
low commitment to school goals, and low acquired capabilities*

In order to be maxiMally effective in alleviating or 'heading
off future deviant behavior, social responses must not only
control, contain, or cut off immediate deviant 'behavior,
but must also. develop commitment or acquired capabilities, as
the case may beat

lIbid., p. 55.

2Ibid, pp. 55 and 56.
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In other words, if a deviant with "low commitment to school

goals" were assigned to a remedial reading class more appropriate

to a deviant with "low acqdired capabilities," control of the

deviance would not likely be achieved; indeed, the situation may

be made worse.

Finally, there
!

problem of role exit. The greatest

problem to be faced/', Schafer suggestss is that once the label of

deviance is acquired' it may be impossible to shed.

A statement of the sets of norms that Schafer identifies as

operating within schools has so far been postponed. These seta aret

required attendance; academic pefformance; and standards of conduct.,

It is easy enough to see how his assumption of these sets of norms

has influenced his analysis, as in his identification of internal

factors likely to lead to deviance. It is our contention that

Schafer-fa analysis providea\a very valuable framework for understanding

the phenomenon of dropping mit, but that it*suffers from some

portant limitation one of the most significant of which is that

he takes far too narrow a view of the norms that operate within

schools. 1The discussion thit followeiz an attempt to ideetify

other areas of norms that operate within schoass.to fit some

particular dropout studies into an expanded notion of social deviances

and to differentiate among dropouts on the basis of the different

sets of.nornsIrcntwhich they deviate and the different mechanism

throliih which their deviance operates.

111". P. 52,
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IV. NORMS OF THE SCHOOL

The existing literature on the functioning of schools permits

the identification of two general areas of norms: those that reflect

supposed requirements for the institutional functioning of schools

and those that reflect the broader social contextof schools. In the

first area are norms requiring success in meeting curricular demands

and those that reflect the requirements far convenient administration

of classrooms and schools. To meet the demand for puccese in course

work, a student needs to be fairly competent in certain mental and

'physical skills. A physical or mental handicap or a lack of acquired

skills could, therefore, force a student ,into the role of deviant.'

The process by which a student fails academically and becomes labeled

an outsider, is, however, likely'to be fairly complicated and to vary

greatly among schools. There is evidence, for example, that many of

am schools are perfectly capable of certifying barely literate young

people as high school graduates if they have simply sat more or less

quietly through twelVe years Of school. In these cases, since tin: school

apparently does not enforce reTms relating to academic' performance,

the students do not become d efined as deviants.

The possession of a certain amount of competence, however, is not

the only quality necessary for successful academic performance. To

succeed'in a history course, for example, a student must not only

be smart and literate enough to read and understand a textbooks but

he must also be able and willing to submit to the form of teaching

he receives. He mist accept that learning history means memorizing
4
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dates, places, and lists of "causes" for historical events--or, if his

history course is more innovative, he mint have the initiative to pursue

an independent study project. To satisfy hie school's norms for

academic achievement, a student must not only be basicany competent

in the skills demanded of him, but he must also adapt himself to the

specific modes of instruction of his classes. Tharp isabreed of

dropoutliwhomresearchers have given but little attention, the_intellectua

dropout. His numbers are probably quite small, but,he does exist

Re most likely has dropped out because of an unwillingness to submit

to a mode of instruction that he sees as silly or demeaning. In

some quarters, he has achieved the status of a folk:hero?'

The'admdnistrative functioning of classrooms and sdhoolschme

given rise to a set of norms for students behavior that is probably

at least as important as the norms related purely to curriculum. A

major weakness of Schafer'.s analysis is that, except for required

attendanceoand "proper behavior," ihich lissimmel.net to see defined

by institutional imperatives, he ignores this area of institiltional

expectations altogether. Yet there is evidence that the norms that

regulate behavior for the purpose of school and classroom manatemeut

affect students at least as profoundly as do norms relating to

academic achievement. Some data from the Youth id Transition study

are interesting in this regard. In connection with their other data

'See, for, example, the epsarThe ur3001:4 written by Pat
Gunkel who is such a dropout, in Marc Libarle and
Tom Seligson, eds., The High School Revolutionaries°
Wew York: Random House, 1970, ppo 267-2750
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gathering, Bachman's associates questioned students and teachers

on what they thought the functions of schools ideally should be

and on what they perceived the functions actually to besets their

Schools were currently administered: Students+ r esponses indicated

that they felt thattheir schools.gave more weight to managing student,

behavior than to such other values as instilling a desire-to learn or

promoting competitive athletics. Johnston and Bachman write:rite:

It is rather disillusioning to find that students see the
maintenance of order and quiet in the school as the top
priority of administrators and teachers?

A sizable body of liteiature exists detailing the adainistrative

restrictions on life in achool. One of the most cogent analyses is

by Philip Jackson, currently Director of the Laboratory School at

the UniverApy of Chicago, who, as a psychologist, carefully obeered

the operation of elementary school classrooms and analyzed the in-

stitutional imperatives that dictated behavior. There are two reasons

why we believe that an analysis of elementary claibrooes is appropriate

to a dibcussion of high school dropouts., First, almost every

high school student is an ex-elementary school student. Both

the analysis of social deviance we have presented and such research

as the Youth in Transition study suggest that dropping out is only

one act in a well-established pattern of behavior, whose roots likely

,go babk at least into the dirapoutts elementary school years. The

deviant in the school system likely entered that role, we argue, even

1Johnston and Bachman, 1972 1,0 90
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before he entered high school. -Second, much of Jackson's analysis

pertains directly to high school classrooms. Certainly there are

differences between the two, as in the fact that a high school student

attends several classes and receives several teachers' instructico, and-

a movement towards high school innovations possibly exists* Nonetheless,

the "three facts of life" in classrooms that Jackson identifies, Of

"crowds, praise, and powerpul are, it will be apparent, fundamental to

the operation of a classroom, whether at the elementary or high school

level.

Setting the context for Jackson's analysis of classroom& is the

fact that the school experience is compuls ory: r4'

There is an important fact about a student's life that
teachers and parents often prefer not to talk about, at
least not in front of students. This is the fact that
young people have to be idschool whether they want to

be. . . . the school child, like the, incarcerated adult,

is, in a sense, a prisoner. He too must come to grips with

the inevitability of his experience. He too must develop

strategies for dealing with the conflict that frequently
arises between his natural desires and interests on the'

one hand and institutional expectations onthe other02

The fact of.compulsion arises at least in part from the societal

expectation that schools be custodial institutions for young'people*

Johnston and Bachman, far example, identify this functionqf.social,

control as one of the three basic demands society makes of schccaingi3

and the idea of "school-asftbabysitterwhas been a theme common to

much recent critical literature. Students are required to be in school

1Jackson, 1968, p. 100

2/bid., pa 90'

3Johnston and Bachman, 1972, pp. 1-3o
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and not simply so that
A
can be taught but also for the independent

purpose of keeping them under physical control*

Jams Coleambelieveskthat this function of schools is growing 1

in importance. Aa the home and featly have declined as centers of
4

adult activity, and as the young have been more and more excluded

from the workplace, he argues, the demand for custodial institutions

for young people has increased. This function has extended down into

day-care centers and up into colleges, junior colleges, and univereitiesol

Young people are thus in schools because society has found nowhere

else for thei to be and because they are not trusted to be on their

own. Young people, confined and distrusted, therefore cannot easily

escape tae expectations they encounter in school* Thia fact is the

basis of much of the school's power to enforce norne of behavior.

The first fact of classroom life that Jackson diacueses is

crowds. A teacher must manage in a crowded condition with only

limited resources. The necessity of the situation therefore demands

that the teacher assume the role of a combinati4 traffic cop, judge,

supply sergeant, and time-keeper.fl
2 Line-f of various sorts

are inevitable, and delay cannot be avoided. InVact, successful

pupils, are the most likely, to experience celvtaintkinds of delay, suck

as waiting after the completion of a quiz ar a writing signment for

the rest of the class to be through and for another acii ty to

1Coleman, 1972, pp. 6-7.

2Jackson, 1968, p. 13.
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commence. benial of impulse is also necessary if a student is to

accommodate himself to the demands of clasaroom scheduling. He

must tolerate oeginning an activity before he is interested and

leaving it before-his interest is gone. Further, he must be able to

isolate himself in a crowd, to ignore the distractions of his fellow

Students in order to work as an individual on assigned tasks. Therefore,

a basic institutional expectation is that he'be patient: ',The

quintessence of virtue in moat institutions is contained in the.

single word: patience.1 Accompanying the idea of patience is the

virtue schools make of the ability to deny lOpulse; classroom

management demands that students disengage their feelings from their

actions, then re-engage them when institutionally appropriate.

When he calls praise a fact of school life,'Jackson is referring

to the pervasiveness of eyaluation4 'The primary source of the

evaluations is the teacher, though other students may often join in,

and thede external evluations may be mirrored in aelf-judgment.

Some evaluations are secret, as I.Q. or peraonality teat results,

but moat others involve public identification. The referents of

evaluations include educational achieVement, adjustments to insti-

tutional expectations, and the possession or absence of- specific

character traita.Ahe quality of an evaluation may be anywhere on

the spectrum of extremely bad to extremely good, though there is a

growing bias in favor of the use of reward, rather than punishment,

as the primary means of social control in claasroams. Nonetheless,

'Ibid., p. 18.
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evaluation is continuous and omnipresent, touching nearly every

area of school activity and coloring nearly every personal relation

ship. The importance of the evaluations, even their supposed power

to determine the quality of the student's adult life, is constantly

impressed upon him. The school thus demands' of students threezather

difficult and sometimes conflicting jobs: that they strive to earn

praise and avoid punishment; that they publicize positive and conceal

negative evaluations; and that they satisfy the demands of two groups,
6

teachers and their peers. Further, evaluative systems in schools

'require that students abindon the ideal of "intrinsic!' motivation,

since there often is no intrinsic reason to conform to the inaties

tutianal demands contained in the eieluative systems.

The third fact that students:mnst face in echoolsie the over-

whelming per of the authority figures within the institution. The

student, whether in high school or elementary school, is required to

give deference to relative strangerswhosield power that bas crucial

personal significance. Unlike parental authority, a teacher's authority

is as much proscriptive as restrictive; the student, to remain within

the norms of his school, must net the demands of =external authority

system that requires work of him for Which he.may experience no intrinsic

motivation. And, unlike a paid worker, he has no right to quit..

until his gixteentfi birthday. Jackson identifies two types of

"interpersonal maneuver*ngu that develop within a system of such

grossly unequal power: the seeking of special favors and the hiding

of words and deeds that would displease authorities)

Ibid., po 320
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Lawrence Kohlberg, whose research into the development of

modes Of ethicaltthinking has led him to examine the operation of

social norms within classrooms, offers an anecdote that illustrates.

4

how the requirements of classroom management may grow in the.minde

of students into full -blown moral imperativese,

A second grade pupil announced at home ',that he did not want

to be one of the bad boys in school'',

When asle d "Who Were the bad boys?" he replied, ',The ones

who don't pt their books back where they belong and get

yelled atol'l

Thus, to avoid becoming a deviant from the school society a

student must conform to a series of norms that arise frooLthe

requirements of convenient management of cleasroole. When an indiviimali

because of his own peculiarities or becauae of the qualities his own

culture defines as virtues, is unable to submit himself to these

requirements, the school system will likely brand him a deviant,

making him a prime candidate for dropping out--whether or not

schooling would help him-pursue the kinds of life he may want to

lead, whether or not he could make constructive use of educational

resources if available wbhin another context.

Theliecond broad area of norms that we have identified contains

those sets of norms that exist within schools because schoola do not
F

exist in social vacuums. Teachers and sdidnistrators bring certain

moral expectations with them into the schools. Whether these ex-

%

pectations are culturally derived or are the product of personal

1
Ko2 berg and Turiel, 1971, po 410.
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history ,.teachers and administrators do expect the students to abide

by certain norms that may not be at all nacessary for academic

success. Of course, many of these norms will arouse little or no

controversy. Teachers may simply hope that their students possess

such virtues as loyalty, moral courage, and friendliness. In other

cases, however, the moral expectations of school personnel may not

be so free from controversy, and the sanctions enforced for their

violation may be very destructive of the lives of students. The Task

Force on Children Out of School reports that Boston city schools

routinelip exclude women students who become pregnant. They persist

in this practice despite opposition from medical experts, despite

the fact that most of these women wish to remain in school, and despite
4

the fact that their exclusion is clearly illegal. The Task Force

concludes that the reason for the, practice is that school personnel

experience moral revulsion at the thought of unmarried women becciming

pregnant. Thejr verbalizations about the matter express the impulse

to nke an outcast of the deviant; they speak of not wanting the pregnant

woman around because she will ncontaminaten the other students and of

the need to punish her for her transgression?

Yurther, the fact that schools exist in social contexts means that

students themselves develop norms for their fellow students. A

large body of literature exists describing and analyzing the operattmm

of adolescent society, both in and out of school* Great regional

and other variations no doubt exist in the norms of this society.

1Task Force on Children Out of School, 1970, pp. 32-330,
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Though little hard evidence existb on the matter, it is reasonable

to believe that some students drop out because they have become

deviants from an adolescent society whose locus is the school°

In addition, schools have social functions, usually related to

the process of socializing. These functions will themselves generate

norms for student behavior°

In the section that follows, a number of studies of specific

locales,,, are examined from the standpoint of the social deviance model

of dropping out. A recurring theme is that school systems that attempt

to acculturate members of sub-cultures into American middle class life,

holding out this accultdration as the only form of oonstructiverenw

vironnental adaptation will suffer from very high dropout rateae

p
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V. STUDIES OF SPEgIFIC LOCALES

The Prediction of Dropout Behavior Among Urban Negro; Boys

H. A. Bullock's study of dropouts from segregated, all -black

schools in Houston Texas focuses -6h the way in which studants

became stay-ins o dropouts for reasons of their ability or

inability to meet the expectations they encountered, particularly,

in regard to social mobility. He followed through junior and senior

high school 795 males who entered seventh grade in Septembers 1958.

By August, 1964, three had died, one was physically unable to attend,

and 39L were classed as voluntary withdrawals.
1

His central idea

is that dropout behavior, growing out of the' differential

responses of children to their school environment, is a
form of educational maladjustment experienced by those who
encounter school demands *.11 excess of their social- cultural

preparatione to meet them.

We would disagree on conceptual grounds with the tone of Bullock's

language, which suggests that dropping out'occurs when a student fails

to adjust to his school. We would prefer saying that the student and

the institution have not found a common ground or that the initi

tution has not adjusted to the student. Nonetheless, Bullock's

analysis is essentially consistent with the ideas of social deviance

we have presented here. While Bullock does not expound am the dynamics

of "educational maladjustment," we believe that Schafer's idea of

deviance is essentially the same notion and that Schagsr's Elyria

of the social processes that describe deviance applies.

'Bullock) 1967, P. 29*

2lbid., p. .
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Bullock states that his model is a simple one";

Each American child who enters school finds'himself in an arena

of pressure expectations. Eachs too can be expected to
carry some kind of preparation for dealing with this pressure*
The responses each makes to this stimulus situation that
is highly personal in nature become differentiate related
to his preparation. Where this preparation uate, a
child can be expected to meet the demands of his school
environment with enough efficiency to avoid the tensions of
maladjustment and the accompanying symptoms of dropout
behavior. Where it is not adequate, one can predict that he
will experience educational maladjustment and subsequent
withdrawal from school. A child's educational destiny is
shaped by prior conclitions that prevail long before he
enters high school*'

Again, Bullock seems to be taking the nature of the adhool

environment for granted, when he in effect places the entire respon-

sibility for "adjustment" on the student. Whether this attitude

derives nom the reluctance of a professional sociologist to act

upon the world he is studying or from a conviction that significan

change is a practical impossibility, we would argue for a diff

orientation.

One set of expectations, or norms, that Bullock identifies was

a formalized code regulating behavior. Part of this code would

Correspond to the institutional demands in.Jacksonts analysis, particularly

those regulations that.demanded respect for school authority, routines,

and pr?perty. Parts of it'prohibited fighting among, students, and

"almos infleXible regulations were imposed. in the area of sex behaviorh!,2

The most important and severe expectations, however, were informal
4

'Ibid., p.

2
Ibid., p. 340
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and uncodified and came from the teachers. As Bullock describes

these expectations, they related to a system flcharacteristic of

American society's of conformity aocializaticniintothe dominant culture.

The salient traits of this system of socialization are that it de

aspiration middle class status through the rejectiqn of the milieu

to which one was born, that what moat be absorbed for the child to be

socialized depends but little on the individual himself, and that

the socializing agents operate on the principle of control through

an external network. of reward and Punishment rather than through

intrinsic motivationol

The most important norms, then, by which teacher$ judged their

students arose from the expectationthat the students would aspire for

individual mobility, in a rather narrow sense of that expression:

Guided more by the aim of acculturation than enCUlturation.
aspiring more to make pupils like Aneridans in general than
the people of their subculture in particular --the teachers
had unconsciously installed a syitem of expectations that
rejected the traditional colored world. .2

The idea is not just that students were expected to aspire to economic

mobility* Though this was paq:of the expectation, they were. moreover

expected to reject the sub-culture into whicethey had beentorn and

to conform to the life patterns of middle class America°

Bullock sees several reasons for these expectations. The teachers'

parents were likely to have come to Houston from rural Texas in

search of better schools and more stable environments for their

children° As they grew up, the future teachers were encouraged to

libid., pa 120

2Ibid" 360
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aspire to the middle class themselves, and high school and college

graduation, followed by securing teaching positions, became the

means. To the teachers, being black and middle class meant

separating themselves from the rest of the black community in Houston:

Practically all of them had confined their personal
associates to people who composed the "thin upper crust
of Negro Houston; they resided, as they still do, in the
better or more exclusive residential areas available to
Negroes in the city; and, as indicated byrthe voluntary
associations to which they belonged, were noticeably set
apart from the class level out of which most of them had
originated.'

Thus, the teachers were expectingLtheir pupils to follow
p

path they themselves had trod. A second, related reason that Bullock

reports is that the teachers felt that parents had ceded them the

major responsibility for the growth of their students. The teachers

believed that through lackie sufficient involvement in their

children's education, the parents had turned the ch4dren over to

them. (In other studies reported below, however, students were found

to encounter very similar expectations, though their teachers had

not been born into the atudentaitoib.culthreo)

Stay-ins and dropouts thus: identified themselves by their ability

or inability to meet these teacher expectations. Bullock observes

that teachers had little tolerance for failure to meet their

expectations. Though they recognized that many students' backgrounds

wool' no are thew to conform to the norms the teachers e stablished,

libido, Po 36o
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they did not feel they were being unrealiStic, for their argument

was not that all students would bring this preparation with then

to school, but that all students should. The schools' high dropout

rate, then, can hardly be surprising. B ock reports that dropping

Lut was essentially an act of escape from pressure to conform to

impossible norms. Yet most of the students were aomewhat ambivalent--

they "tried to eat their cake and have it, too" by trying "to attend

occasionally and yet remain in good standing." But this strategy

fail*, since their frequent absence pro1oked administrative sanctions,

which precipitated their withdrawal.'

Warrior Dropouts

As Rosalie H. Wax reports the situation, on the basis of four years

of study as an- anthropologist, the phenoienon of very high dropout rates

among Oglala Sioux from the Pine Ridge reservation in South Dakota

can be attributed to =Mots between the expectations of the Indiana:0

culture and the expectations they encounter in school. In this

regard, she writes, the situation in Pine Ridge is quite like the

situation in urban slums:

In alum schools and Pine Ridge schools scholastic achievement
is low, and the dropout rate is high; the children's primary
loyalties gb,to friends and peers, not schools or educators;
and all of then are confronted by teachers who see them as
inadequately prepared, uncultured offspring of alien and
ignorant folk. They are classified as,"oultwaily deprived."
All such schools serve as the custodial, constabulary, and
reformative arm of one element of sbciety directed against
another.'

lIbid., pp. 61 and 62.

214 a. Vaxs, 1967243. 40.
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The most salient feature of rearing boys in the SUFI= culture

is the reliance after infancy on other boys their own age or only

slightly :Goaded- for caretaking, social control, and socialising. 000

result of this practice is the development,of very strong peer

group loyalties, which-are often at odds with the institutional demands

of schools° As Wax describes how this confliCt works-out however,

it seems that the Indians win the battle in the elementary schools.

Peer group activities dominate the schools, sometimes even over-

whelming the operation of classrooms, whether by overt disruption

or, more frequently, by unanimous withdrawal from classroom activities.

AtAbis level, most students seem to like school, beoaqmojt is-

the 1ius of social life. Truants tend to be those students. who are

rejected by their peers (This fact6is evidence of the class of

dropouts'who are deviants from the norms of their peer group within

school.

The greater demands of high school, especially when attendance mesas

travelling great distances to a boarding school,:however, are too much

for many an adolescent Sioux. The virtues his culture.has taught

him to express make him ill-fitted to the norms he will encounter in

school--to both the administrative norms Jackson analyzed and to the

cultural norms of the elements of American society that control his

schools:

the(' time he has finished eighth grade, the country Indian
boy s many fine qualities: zest for life, curiosity, pride,
physical courage, sensibility to human relationships, experience
with the elemdhtal facts of life, and inte4se group loyalty
and integrity. 0 . 0
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But, on the other hand, the country Indian is almost completely
ladking in the traits most highly valued by the school
authorities: a narrow and absolute respect for "regulations,
"government property," routine, discipline, and diligence.
He is also deficient in others skills apparently essential
to rapid and easy passage through high school and boarding
school -- especially the abilities to make short -termsuperficial
adjustments with strangers. Nor can he easily adjust to a system
which 'demands, on the one hand, that he study competitively as
an individual, and,, on the other, that he live in barract-
type dormitories where this kind of study is'Ampossible.

A large proportion of the Sioux cannot survive this overwhelming

conflict anddrop out. Interviews with dropouts indicate two

distinct responses. Some students, apparently those who take the

demands of school most seriously and who consequently suffer most

from the gap between school and their own c ulture, report- feeling

lonely, alienated,' and hurt by the experience. The other group deny

by their actions the validity of the school's expectations and retain

allegiance to the values of their peer group. These are hhell-oraisersoft

who enjoy school by engagirig in pranks that the school administration

defines as delinquencyuntil they are caught andlexpelledo It is

interesting-to note that most of those Oglala Sioux who make it

through high school, including those who later become teachers in the

school system, boast of their hell-raising, too, but see as the main

difference between themselves and these pushouts the fact that they

were never-caught.

Untapped Good

Norman M. Chanskyls account is of a Department of Labor-funded

job 'training program for dropouts in North Carolina, called Operation

Second Chance. It is'int4resting for the insights it provides am

4

p.
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. how the expectations of the community in whichan individual lives

can determine his reaction to his failure to abide by. the norms of

schooling. The program operated three training sites, on the

Coastal Plain, in the Piedmont, and in'the Appalachian Mountains in the

west of the State. The success of the site in the Piedmont, in

terms of numbers of trainees succeeding in the course and obtaining

employment, far outshone that of the other two sites. Chanaky

attributes thisfact to the different reactions of the communities
.

disin the three are to failure, as defined by school norms.
4

, The dominant attitude in the east, Chansky reportesuas ohs of.

defeat and hopelessness:

. . the dropout in the East finds:himself psychologi
outside of the comiunity. SecalAse of so many roadblocks
to self-improvement, he gives up. When his being is threatened- -

as well it is when he is hungry apd out of work, he leaves

the'cOmmunity to_ protect himself.

In a sense, the community has no expectations of him. Having failed

in the terms of school, there is no alternative way for him to succeed,

and his alienation and discouragement become complete. Suph a dropout

is not likely to complete a training program.

The position of the mountain dropout within his community is

just the opposite. His position and self-esteem are well-established,

apart from whether he succeeds in high school or not, since they are

deri?ed primarily from the land off which he lives. There is little

he can do to invite community wrath. Rarely will he have to excel or

achieve in order to gain additional status."2 With this.seogre

1Chanaky, 1966, pp, 126-27.

2Ibid., p. 127.
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environment, the sanctions that his high school could impO'Se for

violating its norms could cause him little anxiety. Likewise, he

experiences little or no pressure to succeed in a job training program.

Receiving thseitipend for a time may be convenient, butiwbether he

completesthe course or not he is likely to consider a natter of

IPA

indifference.

The position of the piedmont dropout is quite a bit different

from that of either of these two. His community seem by and large
4

to have shared the expectations of school; dropping out is viewed as --'
,J

a personal failure. However, he is not irrevocably doomed to the

role of deviant; Chaney describes him as having Hone foot . in

the community, one foot . . . onto' He has the opportunity to regain

community acceptance by proving himself, and successfully completing

a job training program is a satisfactory way/to accomplish this°

"Indians, Hillbillies, and the 'Educational Problem'
to

The anthropologists Robert K. Thomas and Albert L. Wahrhaftig

examine the social functions of Schools for the Cherokee and ',folk

Anglo- Saxon" inhabitants of eastern Oklahoma.,. They argue that schools

initially developed within each group to perform specific fUnotioos

necessary for group survival but that various forces have subverted

these functions and resulted in schools whose expectations inevitably

alienate great numbers of young people and produce each year a large

-crop of dropouts. Before 1907, the eastern Oklahoma Ozarks were part
.

of the Cherokee Nation, and today some 12,000 Cherokee live there*

1Ibido
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9,500 of these in small, Cherokee-speaking settlements. Living

interspersed among the Indians are rural white.communities,,whose

ancestors either moved illegally into the Nation during the 1890'159

or intermarried with Indiana. Though they are commonly called sOkiess

or "hillbillies," Thomas and Wahrhaftig prefer naming this group

folk Anglo-Saxons. Though quite distinct, these two groups have

been similarly failed by the education system supposedly designed

to serve them. -In conventional fornulations.theirseducational

problems are similar: both populatiOns have very low levels of

education and high dropout ratee among the highest in the country,

-though in both these taeasurest:the Cherokee are worse off than the

whites.

Through various points in their history, Thomas and Wahrhaftig

argue, the Cherokee developed independent education institutions to

meet threats of tribal extinction. Early contact with advancing

whites frequently resulted in the destruction of entire Cherokee

villages- -often in reprisal for rash raids, uncontrollable by the

tribe, against the whites' encroachments on Cherokee lands. Because

specialists in certain tribal functions 'were being killed before their

apprentices were trained, the continuity of Cherokee culture was

threatened. It was in response to this environmental demand, Thomas

and Wahrhafti; believe, that Sequayah developed the Cherokee syllabary

Through the medium of written language; gravely endangered tradi.

tions,could be preserved. The introduction of the syllabary sparked

47
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a rash of innovation, including the establishment of universal schooling
eo

and within a-few years nearly universal literaqy was achieved.

Education, too, becaMe the means by which the Cherokee attempted

to counter the challenges of the expandini white world. At first, they

attempted to educate, even in white schools, an elite among themselves,

who would have the professional skills, as in law, necessary for tribal

defense. When, however, it became apparent that the members of this

elite were finding the allures of the white world too enticing-and

were foresaking the Cherokee tribal concept, this strategy was

abandoned. A system oZ Cherokee institutions in which English as a

second language was taught was established instead, and the Indians,

thus trained a professional class themselves. Encroadhments by the

federal government and the State of Georgia, in spite of the Indians'

-efforts at defense, led to the splintering of the coalition of

interests that had governed the Cherokee and to the forced resettlement

of the population. Even sgs reliance continued on superb education

for meeting environmental demands.

Finally, Thomas and Wahrhaftig state, the schools became

dominated by mixed-blood groupa whose goals were the promotion of

a kind of super - Americanism and the abandonment of the ideal of tribal

preservation. Alienation of the Cherokee from their schools followed,

and the end result was the Indians' present powerlessness and isolation

from the school system charged with meeting their-needs.

Thomas. and Wehrhaftig see similarities between the Indians' ex-

perience and that of the folk Anglo-Saxons. The folk Anglo-Saxon man

I
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was an expander of frontiers. Such a man would move west to keep

"one jump ahead of the Establishment,u.,for he elected "to make life

for himself and 'his family an individual creation":

This kind of man, a seeker of the good life, strong-
minded, a pirate, an authoritarian within his home, a
macho, and often enough an outlaw, settled in the hills
TinTstern 0#1hhoma, wherever the Cherokees left a hollow
unpopulated*4

There the folk Anglo-Saxons built kin-based communities and relied on

certain social institutions far community preservation, the most

important of which was the School* Thomas and Wahrhaftig assign two,

functions to the schools* First, the folk An?"Baxons, not unlike'.

the Cherokee, expected schooling to prepare the young to deal with

hoStile forces in their esVironment, including bankers and lawyers in

town. The. greater education and sophistication of teachers, then, did

not set the teachers apart from the community but made thnm community

resources, "telling country folk what people in town have sup their

sleeve' and acting as spokesmen for the interests of the- rurRi

community*"
2

The primary function of schools, then, was defensive. The

secondary function was to serve as part of the mechanism of socializing*

In particular,, the schools were uniquely well suited to mediating the

conflicting expectations of a child's mother and father. While fathers

typically wanted their children to become headmstrong4 daring, and

fiercely independent, womenfolk sought to develop gentleness and

1Thomas'and Wahrhaftig, 1971, p. 240.
4

Mid., Po 242.

4
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docility and to rid their offspring of the curse of wanderlust,

Social continuity depended on the rasultion of-this conflict, yet

the strains accompanying-it could disrupt the structure of the home.

The existence of schools permitted the displacement of the conflict.

It was there, instead of in the home, that children could be instilled

with the qualities deemed necessary for copmtunity stability. There they
s--

would be made to "work hard," and there they would receive odisciplins.0

What was essential for functionini of dchools in the view of the folk
V

AnellySAXOSS was, therefore, that they belong to the city- -not

be the creature of "the Establishment."

In the 1930's the amount of edAation the Cherokee and the folk

Angles -Saxon received was ,similar to today, but then no "education

problem" was recognized. "Today," however,

Oklahoma has i full -blown "education 'problem," but toe
rough outlines of regional life are not that greatly changed,
nor are new skills necessary for living there successfully.

Over these d aiiec-de , it is the requirements for status and
social mobility that have most changed, and the newly for-.
emulated expectation that "education" will confer both. Comp.

pletian of education is equated with arrival in the middle

class. But, although many academic critics of our educational
system overlook Vfie point, this was no less true in 1930.
What is new is the expectation that all youngsters must arrive

in the middle class by completing their education, along with
the new rruirements for class-nobility to which schools are
tailared.

This radical change in the function of the, schools, then, has

itself become the "education problem', in eastern Oklahoma, in Thomas

and Wahrhaftig's view. They are not, however, arguing "Sitwell's

Fallacy," "that the pogr are hyppier in their station in life and

libid., Po 243*
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should be left to enjoy ito"1 Rather, they are arguing that the

schools in eastern Oklahoma have come under the exclusive control

of the middle class and that this fact, along with related social

developments, has destroyed schools' previous functions and caused

-many formally viable mechanisms of social mobility to wither away

and has drastically narrowed the terms of this mobility.

Formerly, there was a reciprocity in the relationships between

town and country, and rich and poor. Partly because of ties of

kinship between town and country people, neither fully had the upper

hand, and the country people often set the expectations for the system.

Economic mobility was possible through a variety of means. Ladders

of occupations existed, which folk Anglo-Saxons and Cherokees alike

could climb without relinquishing the'right to define their own terms

of existence. Whole kin groups could asp ire to collective mobility

through a variety of strategies, such as resource pooling to sponsor

an eldest son, who would then raise the economic level of the whole

group. This and other strategies could be accomplished without

rejecting one's identification with his sub - culture.

Since the 193rs, however, the country groups have lost their

former power. New arrivals in the towns have lacked kin ties to the

country, and dependence on State and federal governments, such as for

cash flow into the local economies, has grown. A result of these,

developments has been that mobility has come to mean entering the

middle class on its own terms. The growth of service industries*

'See Friedenberg, 1961i, p. 380
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at the expense of what was traditionally considered productive

labor, Was contributed, too, to the fact that mobility now

means transforming oneself, since .flcorrect behavior is becoming

more highly valued than productivity. Meanwhile, the schools have

been taken over by the middle class. State and federal control

over budgets has increased, county superintendents have becoMe

responsible to the state-legislature rather than to community boards,

teachers have become a corporate group, not simply specialized

community members, and the consolidation movement has pulled schools

out of communities.

In sum, a set of complementary forces has created a situati on

in which the Cherokee and folk Anglo-Saxons are expected to aspire

to middle class status on its own terms by, rejecting the validity of

their awn backgrounds, and the schools have become the agcnts of this

transformation. Students find that they must redefine who they are

if they are to survive in schools:

The person that they are is unacceptable (what harried
executive would purchase insurance from a salesman wearing
cover -ails, rollinehis own cigarettes, and Speaking hayseed

English?). Including Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons
within the prospering class of the region demands the construction,
from them, of acceptable person*. To the schools has been
entrusted this act of creation.

In another sense, too, the'terms of mobility have been radically

limited:

Since the middle class is an aggregate of individuated'
people Who conceive of success as the result of individual
goal-oriented self-improvement, it does not occur to them

-Thomas and Wahrhaftig, 1971, pp. 245-46.
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to provide opportunities whereby entire communities of

people may improve their collective rank, nor do "deviant"

communities of Cherokees and folk Anglo-Saxons have suf-

ficient power to demand this concession. -Thus, to all but

mobile individuals, the system has closed0'"

The norms that the Cherokee or folk Anglo-Saxon child will

encounter in his schools then, will require him to accept the idea

of his own unworthiness before he cansatisfy them. That a great

many of them drop out Can hardly be surprising. Thomas and Wahrhaftig,

in noticing that Cherokees tend to drop out when they encounter a

predominantly middle class envirornnent for the first time, suggest

that their dropping out shads what they have learnedt

Significantly, the Cherokee dropout rate reaches its peak

at the point at which students transfer from backwoods

schools, where they are a majority, to consolidated high

schools, where town middle-class students are the majority9

Perhaps, then, since for these students the school is a middle -

class' environment, dropping out represents not failure but

learning° Perhaps there is alesson to be learned from

the image these students have constructed of their environ-

ment. And perhaps the lesson that students are learning

is that the middle-class-as-environment does not permit

itself to be dealt 04.0 when a community strictly 5emands

that its children be educated but not transformed,

'Ibid., p. 2460

2Ibid., p. 2470
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VI. PUSHOUTS

If dropping out is the final act in a pattern of deviance from

the social system called the high school, then it makes sense to
7*-*

believe that some dropping out is at the initiative of the student

d some is the result of sanctions enforced by the school.

Students who are thus pushed 'from school may or may not be actually

expelled or otherwise overtly ejected. There is evidence, mostly

informal, that schools deliberately employ such strategies as exerting

various kinds of pressure on students deemed undeeirable until they

"voluntarily" , withdraw. For obvious reasons, this practice is not

well publicized by the schools involved. There is therefore little

documentation except by anecdote, though it may be quite a wide-spread

practice. There is little research on the results of specific disciplinary

practices and les still on the results of different school-wide disci-

plinary systems. Langenbach and Letchworth cite the paucity of in-

formation in this areaol

Most information on the question of pushouts comes from sources

with less than clinical objectivity--from individuals and organizations

who see many, ejections as abridgements of students' rights.

"Schools for Scandal',

Ira Glasser, Associate Director of the New York Civil Liberties

Union,.writes of cases in which echoole have expelled students in !"

violation, in his view, of procedural, First Amendment, and personal

rights. In the cases he cites, students clearly enough have become

1Langenbach and Letchworth, 1971, p. 1.
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deviants from schools through acts, some of them with political
I

connotations, in violation of schools' norms. Glasser observes the

fact which we have so far ignored, that Schools: exist in a legal

as well as in a social context, and that, therefore, there are

limitations in law on the social fUnctioning of schools. His con-

cern is with schools that perform their social fUnctions in violation

of the law.

military*

To make this point, he compares schools with t he

There are only two public institutions in the United States

which steadfastly deny that the Bill of Rights applies to

them. One is the military and the other is the public

schools. Both are compulsory. Taken t ogether, they are the

chief socializing institutions of our society. Everyone

goes through our schools. What they learn --not from what they

are foli6Ally taught but from the way the institution is

organized to treat them - -is that authority is more important

than freedom, order more precious than liberty, and discipline

a higher value than individual expression. That is a Issson

which is inappropriate to a free society.and certainly

inappropriate to its schools.'

Glasser writes of the case of Walter Crump, who was expelled

from the High School of Music and Art in New York City for violating

one of the most crucial norms that Philip Jackson identified; Crump

challenged the authority and power of one of his teachers. As

Glasser relat's the case,,; just a'few.weeke before Crump was due to

graduate, he became involved in,fla minor verbal altercation,einvolving

"no violence or threat of viol-sheep', with a teacher=

It was the kind of a verbal flare-up that-occurs daily in

almost every imaginable setting& and which usually passes

without damage to either party.-4

101asser, 1271, p. 208

2Ibid., p. 209.

r r
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Glasser's main concern in this case is that the actions taken

against Crump were in blatant violation of the New York City Board

of Education regulations. Crump was summarily suspended and told

to go home until further notice the afternoon of the incident

though regulations required that a parent be notified before a student

was sent out of school. Not until twelve daYil later did Crump's

foster mother receive notice of a "guidance conference" to deal with

the matter eight days from that timethough school regulation

theoretically barred Crump's principal froM keeping Crump suspended

more than five days without a hearing., Crump was unable to persuade

his-foster mother to attend the "conference," and he himself was

/
45 minutes late arriving. When he did arrive, he found that the

hearing had been held without him and that he had ,been dismissed

from school. Parents of fellow students had ,attempted to represent

Crump at the hearing, but their r uests had been denied--in violation

of a New York State IDW that granted the right of such representation.

Compounding the problem was the fact that the school persuaded the

Bureau of Child Welfare to cut off payments to Crump's foster mothers

since he was at this point classified as bver 18 and out of school*

OnA4 of the friends' parents who hid tried to represent Crump

arranged for an appointment for him with an attorney from t he New

York Civil Liberties, and suit was filed in federal court. Nonetheless,

the Bureau of Child Welfare persisted in holding payments, though

Crump's contesting the dismissal made this action illegal° After

winning his rest for a new hearing by the schools he was finally

reinstated, and he gradiated from high school three weeks afterwar4s.

Glasser comments:
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If what happened to Walter Crump had been an isolated

instance, it would be no less outrageous; but at leant one

could not easily draw inference about an entire school

system. In fact, however, the procedureS which governed

Walter Crump's itase govern other cases as well. The
frightening thing about the proceduresfollowed by schbol

officials in the Crump case is precisely that they were

routine. The independent experiences of several respected

agencies in New York.-the NAACP Legal Defense and Education

Fund, Citizens Committee for Children, the New York Mobilization

for Youth, and several parents associations --suggest that what

happened to Mr. Crump happens regula4y and ilidely to anyone
facing suspension. Two things may be said about the procedures

governing student suspensions in New York (and there is no

reason to believe that New York is unique; although sone other

cities may enjoy better procedures, cases raising the same

issues haVe arisen all over the United Statei):

l. The procedures represent a gross denitil of the constituti

right to due process, including the right to a fair hearing.

2. Even those inadepate procedures are regularly violated

by school officials0

Since, as we have argued earlier, the different participants in

a school systemthe students;\teachers; administrators, and other

staffbring with them into school sets of expectations_ that owe

theirexistence -to causes operating outside the school, it-is not

surprising to find that students are sometimes expelled for violating

norms that have clear political connotations. In discussing the Crump

case, Glasser argued that there are legal constraints on the mechanisms

through, which schools may enforce sanctions against student deviance°

He also argues that the law - -in particular, the First and Fourteenth

Amendment&ConstrainS schools altogether from enforcing sanctions
4

o
against student' deviance from certain .lasses of norms. In short,

he argues that deviance from certain norms is.a political or personal

'Ibid., P. 211.

r .
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right. ,A group of black students in Mississippi, he writes, was

.suspended in 1965 for Wearing buttons saying "Freedom Nowt, to :school°

Since no disruption was involved in the act, it seems highly probable

Filw

that the message of the buttons.-or its associations as in violation

of norms held by the school administration. The, th Circuit U.S. Court

of Appeals, reinstatinctir students, ruled that there was no lawful

basis for the suspension, Since wearing the buttons did not cause
.--,,

significant disruption of the educational process.

In a case involving similar issues) the U.S. Supreme Court

reinstated John Tinker, his sister Mary Bethpand a4riend, Christopher

Eckhardt, who had been suspended from a Dee Moines, Iowa high school

for violating school rules by wearing black armbande to express their

oppositiOn to the Vietriam ware The standard of the Mississippi case

was upheld: freedom of expression was held to be a protected First ';'

Amendment right, unless actual disruption occurs; mere fear that34...

ruption might occur was ruled insufficient groUnds for curtailing

expression. we would interpret this ruling as saying that a student

has the legal right to deviate from norms whose content is overtly

political, but that deviance from norms relating to school and clam'.

room administrationthe norms Jacksonaralyzes.receives no such

protection. However, some issues invoiVing freedom of expression

are'etill unresolved, Glasser reports* Rights of students to

distribute and possess unauthorized printed materials are still in

dispute* Further, the legal parer of schools to regulate student

dress and appearance is unresolved* Circuit Courts cannot Agree on

the issue, and so far the U.S. Supreme Court has declined to decide

on -ito
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In sum, then, GIasser's analysis suggests that the law regulates

the proCedures a school must follow for pushing students out of

school--for providin sanctions against deviant behavior--and has

pl6ced some limits on the kinds of norms a school may enforce. He

also implies, however, that schools

of law, that they often enough get

issues of student rights are still

"Force- Outs"

frequently ignore the constraints

away with it, and th4t significant

unresolved.

A number of organizations, including the National EducatioR

Association's Center for Human Relations, the Southern Regional

CounCill and the National Associatien'for the Advancement 1r Colored

People Legal Defense Fund, have expressed concern over what they see as

massive expUlsions of black students frost recently desegregated schools.

Though so far most of their documentationhab'concerned southern

schools, they claim that the phenomenon reaches into the north as

well. These organizations allege that the administrations of many

desegregated schools care or understand little about the needs and

concerns of black students. This fact provokes the students to

engage in some disruptive actions, which in turn allows the ad-

ministrations to expel black student leaders, using the rationalisatims

that they have violated codes of conduuL. Boyd Roma, Assistant

Director for Civil Liberties and Intergroup Relations in the Center

for Human Relations of the N.E.A. writes:
0

The example is given of the superintendent'who repeatedly
ignores legitimate student requests, finally meeting with
student representatives only after a sit-in and boycott
have threatened the stability of the system, and then reneging
on promises to fix the gym and enlarge the cafeteria after .
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his expulsion of several of the student leaders. What

can be done for a student when "he's libelled as one of'

the bad apples, one of the bad,crowd, so when you get a

guywho tries to make a'constructive effort to solve the

probIsm anal than ha's victimized worse than the guy who is

amtking merljuans in the bathroom, than were do you leave

studentari.

From information reported by the Southern Regional Councils the

Mississippi Teachers Association, the American Friends Service.Cemmittee,

and the N.EGA. itself; among other sources, the National Education

Association has compiled sok numbers suggestive of the magnitude of

the problem. From July, 1970 to May, 1972, the W.E.A. claims, they

have documentecr24,866 suspensiOns and expulsions and 2,570 in 11

southetm States. The numbers dPrstudents expelled and suspended by

State are: Airabama, 411; Arkansas, 243; Florida, 1486; Georgia, 802;

Louisiana, 357; Mississippi, 24; North Carolina, 1224; South Carolina,

2696; Tennessee, 436; Texas, 12,250; Virginia, 4937.2

Since, however, only 256 districts out of 2,780 in the States

examined are included in this survey, the actual numbers are probably

much. igher. Bosma estimates that anywhere from 50,000 to 106,000

"
southern blacks are being pushed from school each year. Further,

since the N.E.Wa raimbers depended largely on newspaper accounts,

even these estimates may enderrepresent the problem. Bosma asks:

What about those districts where the boycotts have continued

for months, even thiough entire School years, inadequately

reported because of local. news blackouts and indifference

or hostility of public'officials ind.community leaders?

Who can tell how many students are daily' suspended, expelled, -

or driven 'out of the schools because of arbitrary and

discriminatory actions by school authorities?

1Bosma, 1972, po 8.

2Shire, 1972, enclosures, p. 10
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Who can measure the educational consequences when students

sim ly drop out, faced withthe realities of a system which

pat ntly is not for them, which never has been and perhaps

er will be theirs?

And, too, how many stay in school, expressing their alien-

ation and frustration either through open hostility, active

resistance, or merely passive nom-compliance"-

The N.E.A. and the N.A.A.C.P. Legal Defense Fund have suggested

a variety of strategies for dealing with the problem. Some have been

purely legal, including contesting school actions in court and

training lay adiocates. The N.E.A. has contacted a'nuAber of
4

colleges to see if ways can be found to admit 'Students who have been

denied their high school diplomas. If the analysis and numbers these

groups report are correct, however, we find it difficult to avoid the

conclusion that many students are being forced from school essentially

for the violation of one simple norm* these students fail to wear

white skins.

In this context, the resultoof Lawrence Vredevoe's study of the

effects of desegregation on school discipline are intefesting. He

atudiedlG2 schools, interviewing administrators, students, parents,

lay leaders, school board officiala, and community agents, in addition

to conducting some group interviewing. He concluded that blacks nAY

enter newly desegregated schools with scone hostile attitudes', because

they associate the school adninietration with landlords and other agents

whom they see as the cause of the miserableness of their environlents.

The determining factor, however, of whether disruptions will occur

is the school. Itblack students find a competentstaff and a supportive

llioema, 3972, p. 8o
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mental climate and if they perceive that the school is committed

to serving their needs, disruptions will not occur. Stating the

point negatively, it may be that disruptions will occur if their

initial suspicions are confirmed:

The Way We Go to School: The Exclusion of Children in Boston

Another category of puShout is the one whom the Task Force on

Children Out of School has called the exclUded child." In their study

of Boston school -age children not in school they discovered a large

number of children, many of elementary school age, who were out of

school because the schools either did not provide the edutational

services they needed or found it inconvenient to let them attend

regular schools. Examplea.of auCh,pushouts are:

-- A Spanish-speaking 15-year-old whose family recently im-,

migrated to this country and who knows little English. The

language barrier would make success in a regulartclaseroom

impossible, yet the school aystem offered no program appropriate

to Ms needs. Since he was close to his sixteenth birthdays

the school system recommended that he not try to attend at U.

-. A black teenager Who recently moved to Boston from the rural'

South with her illiterate parents. The dialect she speaks

and her inability to communicate in standard English make for

as much of a lapguage barrier as that experienced by the Spnish-

speaking immigrant, and the school system has been as helpful

in meeting her needso

1Vredevoe, 1967, p. 50
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k young girl who has experienced petit mal seizures.

Though the seizures have been completely controlled

through medication, and her doctor strongly endorses her

.ambition to attend school, she is not allowed to attend

public eleiLn4y school because school administrators

want to avoid ',responsibility', for her.

k-,young boy who became emotionally disturbed at the death

of his father and who, because of this, became irregular

in his attendance. His school reacted by sending a truant

officer to his home to issue threats and by assigning him,

without his mother's knowledge, to a class for mentally

retarded students,, which was actually more of a dumping

ground, since those assigned to it received no sigp4Ptcant

services. Finally,.he was suspended aid received no steady

educational services for two years.

-- A young woman found to be pregnant in ebruary of her

senior year. Her school reacted by ejec her, ending

her plans to become a nurse?

The Task Force identifies three general categories or ',excluded

children." First are those who are out of school without ever having

been in. These are mostly members of_cultural minorities, and many.

speak only Spanish. Boston, at the time of the Task Force report,

offered no significant educational program for these people. Second

are those who have not been allowed to,attend or who have been forced

1Task Force on Child en Out of School, 1970, pp. 7-120
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to leave. In this class are children with physical handicaps, as

the crippled, that would not interfere with their success in school

but whom the schools have excluded even so. Also in this group are

students who become pregnant. (That the crippled and pregnant are

classified together reflects the schools' perceptions. When asked to

explain the policy of excluding pregnant women from school, one official

expressed the idea that "'pregnancy is an illness and pregnant girls

do not belong outside the-homeetr
1
) Third are Chtidren whose unique

needs the school system does not meet. The mentally retarded' and

emotionally disturbed and those with perceptual handicaps belong in

this category.

The Task Force identifies as the common quality of these three

groups the fact that they are all "different ": Illcultprally different,'

'physically different,' and 'mentally or behaviorally different.'112

Thus, one important aspect of the dropout phenomenon is the

fact that many students, even at the elementary level, are ejected

by their schools* In some cases, this ejection violates students'

rights to due process, and the school many be expelling students far

the exercise of legally protected rights. There is evidence, too, that

there may be a wholesale expulsion of black students from newly de

segregated schools, and these expulsioni may be related to school

administrators' lack of concern for black students' needs. Finally'

schools may be refusing to serve many students from cultural minorities,

pregnant students or those with physical handicaps, and students with

special needs.

irbid., p. 32.

2Ibid., p. 13*
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VII. WOMEN DROPOUTS

It seems obvious to common sense that dropping out will be a

different matter for women than for men,and that it will have dif-

ferent consequences° Such matters as career planning, marital

expectations, job entry, and employment experiences are clearly

different for the two sexes. Sex-related patterns of school staffing,

too, seem likely to elicit different responses to the school environ-

ment from male and female students. Likewise, that dropping out

will b3 different for male and female students is a reasonable con-

clusion from considering dropping out as 'social deviance. It is

reasonable to believe that schools will confront female students with

different expectations from males° While both sexes might face similar

demands in the performance of school work (though even here differences

seem likely, since certain areas of study are commonly identified as

"femine" and others as "masculine"), and while the same standards of

conformance to norms of institutional order are probably expected of

both'Sexee, teachers and administrators undoubtedly bring into school

with them other expectations that are different for the sexes. We

have already seen that some schools enforce strict sanctions against

women who have violated norms of sexual behavior. We have found no

evidence that schools are as strict with men; and schools have a

harder time identifying male transgressors, since they do not get

pregnant. V

It seems likely, too, that expectations relating to social mobility

will be different for the two mazes° The expectation that students

aspire to middle class status seems likely to weigh more heavily on

G5
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men than on women, since the typical pattern of such mobility

probably depends more on men's employment than women's. (Regional

and other exceptions to this rule are, of course, likely.)

Despite these reasons for believing that the dynamics of dropping

out is substantially different for the different sexes, there is not

much hard information detailing how. Only males were studied in

Youth in Transition. Likewise, Bullock's study of students in

segregated Houston high schools ignored women. Rosalie H. Wax's

study of oglala Sioux, too, concentrates, on male dropouts. Much

of her analysis concerns patterns of child raising that apply only

to boys. Thomas and Wahrhaftig, partly for the reason that they are

studying cultures in which male dominance is a fundamental tact, largely

ignore the unique problems of women in school.

There is some evidence that is suggestive of differences in

dropping out for men and women. The study of dropouts conducted under

Project TALENT treated men and women separately, and sane interesting

differences emerge. (Whether Project TALENT results are trustworthy

is a controversial question. The chief defect of the study is its very

low response rates. Only 37 percent f the sample on whom dropout

results are based responded to follow up data collection efflorts, and

the rate was 1 for dropouts than stay-ins.
1 Though Combs and

Cooley argue that ods were employed that were adequate for com-

pensating for bias due to this low response rate, William H. Sewell,

president of.the Americari Sociological Association, does not agree.

1Combs and Cooley, 1968, pp. 344-345o
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He cites apparent discrepencies between results Project TALENT

reports from its 1965 panel and 1970 census data.1)

The Project TALENT dropout data are from a data collection from

a national sample of ninth graders in 1960 and a follow-up collection

in 1964. The sample was divided in 1964 into dropouts and Hcontrale

(high school graduates not entering college). Graduates going on to

college were excluded from separate analysis but appear in totals.

A first significant difference is in the'relationship betweeM

academic ability and educational attainment. While 55 percent of

male dropouts were in the bottom quartile (for all males, not for

both sexes) of General Academic Ability Composite score, and ono

5 percent in the top quartile, the equfValent proportions for females

were 40 and 7 percent. In comparison, 28 and 11 percent of male

controls were in the bottom and top quarters, respectively, and 17

and 15 percent of female controls were in these categories.2 The

implication of these numbers seems to be, that measured academic

ability distinguishes better among males of all three levels of

academic attainment than among femalee.

On the other hand, socioeconomic level seems to distinguish

better between female dropouts and controls than between males, but

it seems_to distinguish better between males Who attend college and

those who do not than between these two classes of females. Anon

males, 51 percent of dropouts are in the bottom quarter in socioeconomic

1Sewell, 1971, po 797m.

2Combs and Cooley, pp. 345. and 355.
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ie'vel, and 6 percent in the top. The comparable numbers for

females are 61 and 3 percent. For controls, 48 percent of males

are in the bottom. quarter and 3 percent in the top; 41 percent of

females are in the bottom and 8 percent in the top.l

Another difference is in the ability of interests to predict

the likelihood of dropping out. The Project TALENT Interest Inventor)"

revealed relatively few differences between male dropouts and

.conti,51s. Controls indicated greater interest than dropouts in.frpoota

and the area of physical science, engineering, and mathdmaticso

Dropouts showed greater interest in labor, skilled trades, and music.

Among females, however, this test of interests revealed more dif.

ferenceso Controls scored higher than dro pouts ins social service;

biological.science-medicine; computation; sports; physical science,

engineering, math; and public service. Dropouts scored higher than

controls)lon: labo skilled trades; mechanical-technical; and hunting-

7fishing.?

In distinguishing between dropouts and controls, then, academic

ability is a less eKficient predictor nor women than for men; socio-

economic level is a more efficient predictor for women than for men;

and interest in areas of professional careers is a better indicator

of likelihood of graduating for women than for men. What these teats

taken together mean is not clear° A possible explanation is that'

schools' response to male students is more highly differential than

'Ibid., PP. 351 and 3570

2Ibid., pp. 347 and 3560
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to female students. These data might mean that the expectations male

students. encounter in school tend to be related to each individual's

66

measured academic ability, while all female studitnta tend to encounter

similar'expeptatione, relatively unread to individual ability,

The m]e stadent with high ability will find encouragement and pressure

in school to attain, while his"equally talented sister will be less

likely td ncounter these expectations* Sewell reports results sup-
.

porting'thia hypothesis and indicating, further,

encourage heir Bona more than theirkdaughtern01

determnatits of women's attainment (to the level

become socioeconomic leVel and

ternaliOd ambitions,

Pr fact TALENT 'results indicate significant differences

that parents similailY

Theiefores the

of high achO41 graduation)

Particular, in-

in post..

school eriences of maleand female dropouts° Though Combs and"

Coolefiiarguethat reations..dropoutagive for levOing school. tend to .

have little,meaning2, 114 view with which we agrees-it is probably

signifant that three-fetirthe of women dropouts reported-"Got married"

as.th r reason fel' 1oeving03 By the time of the August I964 ,data

'1 ion, 81 percent of the women but only 44 percent of the men

pad out were or had beeninarriedoltqbo

P

m's employment experiences were different from men'so While

cent of male dropouts and.89 percent of male controls were

ZSewell, 1971, p. 000.

2Combs and Cooley, 1968, pp. 351-3520

3Ibid., p. 358.

4Ibid po 3590
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employed, women's rates were lower. Among women dropouts, 26 Percent

were employed; 58 percent of single and 18 percent of married female

dropou held jobs. In contrast, 53 percent of women controls were

employed. Significant differences are reported, too, in the kinds of

jobs held. Male dropouts tended to be unskilled workers, skilled

works'rrk- or service workers, while male controls tended to be

unskilled, skilled, or clerical and sales workers. Female dropouts

tended to be miscellaneous service workers or'laborera, while female

controls were mainly stenographers, secretaries, or clerical workers.

While the mean yearly,salary for male dropouts was $3650 and for controls,

53500, the comparable numbers for women were lower. Dropouts earned

$2570, and 9 is earned $2790.1 Just from these datas'it is-of

course impossible to find the reasons for all these differences. Some

likely causes Are discrimination in the labor market, role stereo-

typing in schools and home, and the operation. of general societal

expectations, but the relative weight of each and how they interact

cannot be determined. It is, howeverp-significant that for women.

high school graduation is associated with higher earnings and employ.

meat rateso Further, it is the key to jobs as secretaries and similar work,

Of interest in this context is the finding of lee et al., who report

that schools do tend to pigeon-hole women students. They suggest that

high school teachers and counselors tend to channel female students from

ma lack of information and a continuation of traditional stereotypes about

lIbid., ppo 352 and 358.
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socially desirable roles for women" and from a persistent belief in

a "limited number of 'appropriate' female occupations.fil While they.

.
do not connect this-result to dropping out or to students' later

employment, it is riot. unreasonable to believe that both attainment

and employment are influenced by these expectations.

0

1.1,0e,' et al., 1971, p. 24.

4
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VIII. DROPOUT DEFINITIONS AND ACCOUNTING PROCEDURES

Purpose t

To this point, our discussions have been rather theoretical.

Yet s hool systems face a serious practical problea when they set

(5
au to determine precisely howjaany'students ate dropping out from

t eir schools--and to decide what precisely they mean by the term

"dropout." similarly, the utility et'a theoretical study of dropping

out may be very limited if its definitions make comparison, with other

studies impossible. Examining the various definitions and accounting

procedures for dropouts, then, as used in eoretical studies, school

system studied, and dropout prevention pr Oates can have at least

threepurpoies.

The first purpose of such-an examination is to reveal Sources of

elementary error, if they exist, so that they may be, avoided in the,

future. For example, one significant finding of an examination bf

the ESEA Title VIII dropout prevention projects was that students who

left school during summers--between terms--were frequently ignored whin

dropout statistics were Compiled.) This fact might be used to support

the position that Title VIII projects whose current systems aka that

deficient be required to allocate some of their grant money to the

development of new pupil accounting systems.

A second purpose is to support uniformity of definition and

procedures. While this has for some time been a goal of both the

1rtens, 1972, "Summary Statement," pp. 3.:40
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44,

U.S. Office of Education and the National Education Association*/

it has yet to be achieved. If the differences that still exist

among reporting procedures can be identified and the reasons why

they BUll exist can be divined, programs toward this goal might

be aided.

A third and in some ware the moat basic purpose is to identify

points of discrepency that dropout definitions and accounting

procedures might create between the processes of Richman as insti-

tutions and the subetance of education. It ie a commonly observed

fact that as a goal becomes institutionalized, the institution comes

to expend its efforts not to advance the goal itself as it was ori-

ginally conceived but to further the process with which the goal

has now become associated. The'ends of the process and the goal

may no longer coincide at every point and may even be at odds am

certain points. The goal behind a dropout prevention project is

presumably to increase the proportion of young people who make

effective use of available educational resources, When translated

into institutional terms, this goal is stated ae a decrease in

dropout rate, which is a measure of the proportion of young people

who become disaffiliated from high school before being certified

as graduates. Already the sestuaption is implied that proceeding

'John F. Putnam and George G. Tankard, Jr. proposed in 1964
proposed a standardized pupil accounting system, which
would include a definition'of dropouts and a procedure for
counting them. Their reasons for supporting such a

'standardized system are as valid today as then:

"The universal use of the terminology in this handbook
can improve the_quality of education by facilitating the

73
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along the ad to a diploma is equivalent to receiving the substance

of an ed ation. Refinements in this definition, though adrainistrative.4

log may move it further from the original goal. A person maY,

f example, be classed a dropout if he leaves school for even a few

weeks, whether or not he later returns to graduate. %Though it night

be argued that under certain circumstances for certain individuals

such leave taking might promote educational growth, a school system

geared toward reducing its dropout rate would tend to discourage it,

in every case. Further, the school system might find no reason to

encourage his return to school once, he has left, since it would not

.erase the statistic that he had drOpped out, and Could even find rein

,r

meaningful evaluation, realistic planning, and efficient
operation of education systems throughout the United
States. This standardized terminology provides a bas
by which items of information can be rm3 ed,

reported, and studied adequately. , n,such information
is used, records and reports about pupils may be prepared
with greater speed, accuracy, and flexibility*" (Putnam
and Tankard, 1964, p. 10)

The Project on School Dropouts of the N.E.A. built an the
"work of Putnam and Tankard to develop standardized procedures
for school systems to conduct dropout Studies. They sound
a similar theme, but negativelyt they outline the loss of
usefulness of dropout studies due to anarchic reporting.
procedures

mince its inception in September, 196g, innumerable
d'r'opout studies and reports have come to the attention of

the Project. It became increasingly evident as these
reports accumulated that each was independently prepared
with little attention to standardization or uniformity of

terms, data reported, or method of calCulating the dropout

rate used. On'some occasions, in fact, two consecutive
reports from the same school syetemtwoUld
for comparison purposes. Indeed, comparability between

most of the studies was practically impossible."

1965, p* 5.)
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to discourage the return, since he might be figured a good risk to

drop out In this'case, the logic of the institution would

dictate action contrary to the goal of promoting education. Of

course, this is not to say that everyone within a school would act

to reduce dropout rates whether or not students benefited, but-goale

that have become institutionalized may subvert the intent that originally

lay behind them. Also, some of those within schools who most .

conscientiously tried to help young people might find that dropout

statistics did not fairly reflect their efforts.

In the sections that follow, 'the procedure° and definitions for

counting dropouts will be analyzed for some theoretical and school

syem studies and Title VIII projects. Then we will examine the

definitions and procedures of the system proposed for uniform adoption

by the U.S.O.E. and the N.E.A. Finally, we will offer some recoup

mendations for modification.

Theoretical studies

.
The studies examined here are Youth in Transitionsconducted by

the University of Michigan Institute for Sonia Research; the study

published as Big City Dropouts and Illiterates, conducted under the

auspices of the Center for When Education by Robert A. Dentler and

Mary Ellen Warshauer; and Project TALENT.

youth in Transition. On a conceptual level, members of the

probability sample of 2,200rtenth grade boys in U.S. public schools

selected for study at the'beginning of the project were to be regarded

at any given point in time as belonging to one of three categories;

5
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in school - if primarily involved in a school environment

at work - if primarily involved in a work environment

unemployed - if not-significantly Involved in either a

school or a work environment.'"

Bachman writes that these categorpa, however, may not be that

separate and distinct; in the reality of the experiences of the youth

he studied, membership in a givan category is not an either/br

proposition but a continuum, and the categories, particularly work

and school, can easily shade into each other. He states that he

expects overlapping distributions and explains whys

A major basis for this prediction is our belief that the

usual assumptions of difference between school and work

environment are gross oversimplifications. It isoften
assumed that in school students learn by precept and example;

on jobs they utilise what they have learned. Yet there will

almost certainly be schools which offer the student little

oppor.tunity to develop or use valued skills and no contact

with amt male models with-whom he can identify while some

conditions of employment may be relatively rich in these

respects. Differences within major categories of environment

probably have done much to obscure enlightening comparisons

between then42

If one were setting out to study the effects of association with

certain kinds of educational experiences, rather than the e ffecta of

schooling, this train of thought would lead to the conclusion that an

adequate definition of ',dropout! would be very complicated; it would,

for example, count members of the sample who were participating in

certain kinds of certified schooling as.dropouts and others, who had

left school for certain kinds of employment as stay-ins. The pus....

1Badhman, et al., 1967, p. 110

2Tbid0
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pose of the youth in,Transition study of dropouts, however, was not .

primarily to assess the effects of education per eel it was rather

to assess the effects of secondary schooling. And, unlike most school

systems that study their own dropouts, the Youth in Transition staff

did not assume at the outset that high school graduation is good and

dropping out bad, This was a hypothesis to .be tested. Accordingly,

their formal definition of a dropout, while it does not recognize in

itself the distinction between schooling and education, does not do

violation to that distinction:

In the analysis reported herein we will define dropouts as

those individuals who interrupt their fUll-time attendance

\id high school for more than a few weeks (and for reasons

other than illnessio This means that an individual may drop

out and later return to school for his diploma, but we will

still consider that he was at one time a dropout, and for most

analytic purposes we will group him with all other dropouts

(someof whom may also have diplomas by the time this is

written).

Thus, only full-time uninterrupted affiliation with a diploma-

granting institution will count as school attendance, and summer

dropouts will be counted, since leaving school at any point in the

"calendar year will count as dropping auto

At the times of data collection after their class had graduated,

members of the study sample could be placed into three groups (

to be contused with the three "environments" discussed earlier):

high 9611(361 graduates who were never dropouts and were not then

primarily engaged in post-high school education; and. high ethool

1Bachman, et al., 1971, p. 50

o

dropouts;



graduates (or, conceivably, dropouts) "who were primarily engaged

in poet high school education."'

All members of the Youth in Transition sample were attending

p., tenth grade at the time of the first data collection, October to

November, 1966, and, in fact, the interviews, questionnaires, and

tests used in the collection were administered in the boys' schools.

Subsequent collections--in March to May 1968, April to June 1969, and

Juke to July 1970- -were all made in "neutral sites" off achool promisee.

Members of the sample were individually contacted, usually by phone,

to make appointments.
2 Further, brief questionnaires were mailed to

, sample members at six-month intervals, which included questions on

their current occupational and educational atatus.5 It mums, there-

fore, that dropouts were self-reported.

Since the study focused on youth in and out of school rather than

on the schools themselves, summer dropouts would be identified equal*.

as well as students dropping out other times during the. rel.. At the?:,

fourth data collection, 73.2 percent of the respondents to the first

collection could still be reached, and the research staff reportedly

spent "considerable effort" trying to locate sample members who had

moved04 Since the study was not an attempt to implement an accounting

system, it was, of course, not necessary to know the whereabouts of

all sample members at the time of the fourth collection.

lIbid., po 17.

2Ibid., pp. 15-160

3Bachman, et alo, 1967, 130 27.

4Bachman, et al., 1971, ppo 16-170
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Big City Dropouts and Illiterates. The Dentler and iarshauer

study of dropout ratea and levels of adult-illiteracy in the 131

largest cities in the Nation began with plane to compile eetimatea by

mail from State and local education agenciea, bitt these plans changedt

After studying the dropout problem in general, and consulting
with various associates, we found that one cif.the_major
problems in this area ia the lack of uniformity in reporting
statistics dealing with school retention and withdrawal*
Many cities do not compile these figures in a utiableformo4

Accordingly, an alternate plan was adopted, and 'this plan, in

effect, determined the definition of dropout used() Data from the-

1960 U.S. Census of Population were used to determine dropout rates in

the cities of the study. In a given city, the number of person aged

14 to 19 whose last grade completed in school was 8, 9, 10, or 11 who

were not enrolled in school was divided by the number of persons in t hat

age group who had completed the same grades who w ere enrolled in school

plus those Waho were not. There were at least two advantages to this

system. First, a dropout would not be missed simply because he left

during the summer, and, second, student migration was eliminated as a

problem. Further, a member of the age group who had left school for a

time but returned by the time of the census would be counted only

under his current status, that of a student. Census data op school

enrollment are from answers to question p16 of the Household

Questionnaires

Has he attended regular school or college at any time since

February 1, 1960?

If "he has attended only nursery. school, business or trade

school, or adult education classes, chedk "Nbc."2

iDentler and Warshauer, 1965, P. 700

2U.S. Bureau of the Census, 1964, pc. kLIX.
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"Regulars! schooling is defined as

that which may advance a person toward an elementary school
certificate, a high schpol diploma, or a college, university
or professional degreeol

It seems, therefore, that part-time attendance would count but that

only affiliation with formal, academic, diploma-granting institutions

mould count as high school attendance.

Project TALENT. A reading of Project TALENT documents has not

uncovered a formal definition of a dropout, but the methods of the

study show fairly clearly who was counted a dropout and Who was not*

In 1960, about 440,000 ninth- through twelfth-grade students (students

in'the classes of 1960 to 1963) were administered a battery of tests,

and follow-up data were collected on each class during the year

following graduation.? An analysis was made of dropouts from the

class of 1963. The follow-up data were collected from a questionnaire

mailed initially in August, 1964 and fronAnterviews ofSome non-

respondents. Members of the sample were asked to indicate the last

grade they had completed and were asked further:

Did you get a high school diploma?

--10s, at the time I finished grade 120

- -Yes, by examination after I left high school.

- -No, I entered college at the end of grade 110

- -No, I dropped out of high school.

-.No, I went through grade 12 but did not get a diploma.

--No, 'I am still in high schoolo3

lIbid.

2Combs and Cooley, 1968, p. 343.

3Flanagan and Cooley, 1965, P. A-1.
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It seems clear enough that sample members who indicated the first,

second, third, or sixth response on this list were not counted as

dropouts and that those indicating the fourth response were. It is,

however, unclear how members were categorized who responded that they

had completed twelfth grade without receiving diplomas°

Therefore, a sample member who w as attending what he would

describe as high school, whether Pull- or part-time, would not be a

dropout. The entire calendar year would be accounted for. A sample

member could have left school before graduation yet not be counted as

a dropout so long as he had returned or received a diploma by the time

he completed the questionnaire. The other categories to which those

who left school could be assigned would be graduatesorecipients of

equivalence certificates by examination, early college entrants, and

those who completed twelfth grade without graduating, unless this last

category was included with dropouts. Since the study did not operate

as an accounting system, students could leave school and misaLbeigg

counted in the follow-up collection° In fact, the response rate' was

considerably less than half, only 37 percent, as has been discussed

earlier01 Transfer to another school by a sample member would make

no difference, as long as the project could reach him with a mailed

questionnaire°

This analysis hasrrevealed no major internal definitional problems

in any of these studies. The question of comparability is, however,

more important. The Dentler Land Warshauer study, because it was based

'Combs and Cooley, 1968, p. 344.
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on Census Bureau data, depended on Census gUreau definitions and

survey procedures, and it seems unrealistic to expect those to change

for the sake of uniformity among dropout studies. The two longitudinal

studies of education, Youth in Transition and Project TALENT, though,

were developed for purposes that.at least (wear*, yet there are enough

differences between their dropout definitions to make precise comparisons

of their results hazardous. A student who lett school for a time but

later rettli4nod or who passed an equivalency examination without returning

would be counted as a dropout in Youth in Transition but as a stay-in

in Project TALENT. A student who, left full-tine high school before

graduating but continued in part-time attendance would be counted as a

dropout in Youth in Transition but not in Project TALENT. A student

leaving becau of ess would count as a dropout in Project TALENT

but no in Youth in ansition. Finally, dropout analysis in Project

TALE made use of data from only one follow-up collection, at a time

t one year after the class studied was to have graduated, while

Youth in Transition analysis was based on data from questionnaires mailed

every six months in additiOn to four more complete follow-up collections.

As discussed earlier, the YOxIth in Transition definition of a

dropout was intended to capture infortation on schooling more than on

education. ,Even sos there is some gap between what it measures and the

reality of the experiences of its sample members. The Project TALENT

definition creates less of a gap. A student could leave high school,

yet if he returned fU12-tine or part-tine or.passed an equivalency

examination, he would not be counted as a difopout.. This definition
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is, there ei more consistent with an intuitive conce'ption of the

term, Itcho and is probably more consistent with the-self-definition

of such a s,4dent.

School sateihilatudiea

The ttud s Considered-here will be the Ruth C. Panty study of

reading and a outs in the Battle Creek, Michigan High School, a

:... ,

1963 study by t Maryland State Department of Education, a 1963

Study by the Jena Department of Education, and a 1967 study

by this last bo IN All of these exceptstheAast were conducted before

s
i. ,

the publication by .he N.E.A. of suggested standardized procedures.

r
.

Battle Creek Hi h School. An elaborate definition of, dropout is

not stated. The 'or

The terms school
_changeably
4raduation.

OXplained simply:.

-V.

Jt-er
and drop-out will be used inter-

r

g to 'students who leave schOol before

/- .

'The study apparently reliod,on.information,routinaly'gathered,

by t high OChool, and the methods,and.definitions used are un--

fOrtunately,not specified, airy further. It seeme though, that cally

full-time attendance at ormal aiploma-granting institution would

qualify a member of the study as a stay-in ,and,that summer dropouts

were,Codntelv other categories to which students leaving school were

assigned were-transfers and graduates, and numbers cited seemrto in-.

dicate that every student studiedcould be assigned to one of these
fi tk

three.2 Therfain,no indication of efforts .made to verify'reported

transfers to other schools*

1Penty, 1956,'p. 11.

p. 12
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Maryland, Stmt study. Fran June 1960 through MaY.1961,-a

Maryland Cooperative' Stu* of Dropouts'wae undertaken by the State

Department o:Education.- Information about dropouts-,-such as faxilly

background, kindi of school experiences, and reasons cited for

leavingwas obtained.by queStionnaire from individdal schools in the

'State? 'Unfortunately, the report 'of the study does not provide a

desdription of the questionnaire, an explanation of how schools

obtained their information, or a statement of how dropouts were

defined, exceet that they wer) students who left school before

graduating.

Louisiana, 1963. Information was collected from s chool o

students' who dropped out during the 1962-63 school year on .8

designed for that purpose. The only cefinition of school dropout

given is rather vague: "the student who terminates his ed, ation

prior to high - school graduation, at the least04 For the prac ical-

purposes of the study, the flat*the least" expression was i'4,.red.

Terminating education was Clearly enough taken to mean leaving school,

but it was not so clear what kinds of transfers a student would be

allowed before-he was classed a dropoui.or on which side of the

.palejwould fall patterns other than full- time, day attendance. It

seems doubtful that summer dropouts were .counted under the procedures

used, even though the time of year when dropp out o curs is ir-

relevant.in the definition.

1Maryland State Department of Education, 1963, p. 10

2
Robert and Jones, 1963, p.' 10
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The main purpose of this brief analysis of these three studiea

ha q, been to illustrate the-vagueness in definitions and procedures

of some studies. Cross-study, comparisons are hazardous, and.it is

difficult to tell within a given study who is described by thevord

',dropout." One characteristic common to these studies is that their

data collection' relied on procedures already established in the

schools being surveyed.

Louisiana, 19670 After the U.S. Office of Education and the

,National-Education Association's urgings that local and State school

systems adopt uniform definitions and accounting procedures, Louisiana

incorporated into its yearly report a dropout definition that is

nearly identical to Putnam and Tankard's? The uniform accounting

procedures, however not adopted -- "visiting teachers', within"'

the school systems simply collected nformation on identified dropouts--

and, though information on summer dropouts is included, it is

-impossible' to tell to what degree the standardized definition was

adopted only on paper.

Title VIII projects

This same problem occurred among ESEA Title VIII dropout prevention

projects dulling FY 1971. It often appeared that the language of --)

' standardized procedures was usedto report information tliat had been

collected by methods altogether different. Though the projects were

required 'to /Import dropout rates on forms that incorporated important

aspects of-the N.E.A. and U.S.O.E. standardized procedures and terms,

many projects relied on local education agency procedures for in

formation gathering, disregarding those procedures suggested by the

fir
1Hohmann, 1967, p. 2; Altnam -131iTTankard, 19.642 PP. 53-540
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N.E.A. and O.E. A very common departure was in counting summer

dropouts. At least three, and probably five or six, of the ten

original projects failed to include them in their rates.

In some ptojects, such as those at Paducah, Kentucky,and

Dayton, Ohio, non-systematic. lists of "reasons" for withdrawing

had to be made to correspond with O.E. definitions. The L.E.A.

in Dayton, for example, established one class of withdrawing

students as "losses: 'SA." These were students who left for reasons

of "deceased, illness or mid-term graduated /Aq." 'The evaluator

found reporting results in O.E. terms difficult, because by O.E.

procedures students classed here would belong to three quite distinct

classes, viz., those who had died, dropouts, and graduates.

Not all projects computed rates by use of the base, that

procedures require. In Texarkana, for example, a dropout rate was

computed mithastart-of=year enrollmeflt as a base, while standardized

procedures call for a different number (discussed below)*

Another difficulty that the6Dayton),Ohto'grojrtict documents

report is that the UiS.O.E. insisted that very stringent conditions

be met by the other school before a withdrawn student could be

certified as a transfer instead of a dro;Jout. According to the

project evaauator, he was required to count as dropouts former studente

who were than in Ohio Youth Commissianschools, schools for pregnant

girls, night schools, summer schools, general education develop

courses, thob Corps, and other vocational training.

Because of the diversity of the projects, it would not be very

useful to eXamine the procedures of each in greater detail. Of greatest
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significance is their departure from the standardized,procedures

and definitions they had presumably adopted.]:

Pupil Accounting for Local-and ttate School Systems

Putnam and Tankard describe their report as ',the product of

4 years of Cooperative work by 10 national education associations

and the Office of Education.2 Two national conferences, a policy

meeting, a planning conference, and a technidai conference were held

during the course of its production.' It was an attempt.to build

a comprehensive, standardized systen4f student information col-

lection and reporting procedures for elementary, secondary, and

adult education schools and junior colleges under local or Stag

education agency administration. Student information was tolinclude

the areas of: personal identification; family residence;" physical.

health; standardized test and social and ps;phologlial informationi.

'enrollment; performance; transportation used; and tuition and special

assistance04 Specifically relevant to dropout studies is the

information to be collected under enrollment. ..it'series of items

permitting automatic data processing is listed with indications of

whether each item is recommended or only optional for different

levels of schools. Information to be collected on each student in

regular (as opposed to summer) secondary schools includes:

lInformation for this discussion is from Martens, 1972, III.A.2o

2Putnam and Tankard, 1964, p. v.

3Ibid., p. ix.

hIbid., p. 2-30



ENROWIENT INFORMATION
5000 Series

'51000 Entrance' Information
51000 Type of Entry

5110010 Type of Original Entry
5110020 Type of Reehtry
5110090 Other Entry (optional)

51200 School From Which Incoming Pupil Is Received
51400 Instructional Organization Entered

5140.20 Secondary School Instructional Organization
51500 Grade Entered
5160. Location of Instruction
51700 Type of Class.
5180. Principal Means of Instruction'
51900 Time Status
5210. School and Teachers

5300. Membership and Attendance Information
53100 Number of Days of MeMberihip
53204 Number of Day's of Attendance
5-!300 Number of Days Absent
5340. Reason for Adsence (optional)
53500 Referrals Because of Absences (optional)
5360. Number of Times Tardy
53700 Number- of Early Departures

5400. Withdrawal Information
54100 Transfer
5420. Completion of SchObl Work
5430. Dropout

5431. Compulsory Attendance Statue at Time of .Dropping Out
54320 Reason for Dropping Out (optional)
5433. Residence After Dropping Out-(optional)

5440. Death

5500. Nonentrance Informatic6
5510. Reason for Not Entering Loc41 Public Elementary,or

Secondary School (optional)4

This accounting system, if fully implemented wit win a school

system, would undoubtedly proyide internally consistent data that

would be comparable with data obtained elsewhere by the same procedures0

One of its most apparent virtues is Ulat ear41 student who entered'

1Ibid., pp. 12410
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.

the system would be accounted for at his departure. The problem

of the uncounted summer dropout wouldi t erefore, be eliminated.

Student leavers would be sorted int four ategories: transfers;

those who completed schoolwork; dropouts; and those who died. A

dropout is defined fairly precisely:.

A dropout is a pupil who leaves school, for any reason.
except death, before graduation or completion of a program
of studies and without transferring to another school.

The term "dropout" is used most often to designate an
elementary or secondary school pupil who has been in
membership:during the regular school term and who with-
draws from membership before graduating-from secondary
school (grade 12) or before completing an equivalent
program of studies. Such antvindividual is considered a
dropout whether his dropping out occurs during or between %
regular school terms, whether his dropping out occurs before
or after he has passed the compulsory school attendance age,
and, where ap plicable, whether or not he has completed a
minimum amount of schooling.

Some uncertainty enters the'picture, however, when the categories

of transferring and completing school work are examined. Under the

definition of "School or School' System to WhiCh Pupil Transfers"

Putnam and Tankard suggest that students would be classed transfers,

not dropouts, if they left school for a "location of instruction which

is not a school facility, such as instruction at home or instruction

within a noneducational institution," and they imply elsehwere

that students would be,classed

i

ansfers if

sent or transferred by legs authority to residential
corrective institutions where they take part in instructional
programs which can be applied toward the,completidn of
elementary or secondary school programs.'

llbid., pP. 53-54.

2TU4A n CIre, "Jo 89
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These classes of transfers seem to conflict somewhat with the dropout

definition, which specifies that utransferringto another school" will

keep a student out of the dropout category. It is noteworthy that

(
when this very conflict arose in the Dayton,

0
Ohio dropout prevention

project, theU.S. Office of Education ruled that entering only SL very

limited range of education experiences should be considered transferring°

The definitio "completion of Schoolwork" raises some 'Abair

questions, A student may be put into that class of withdrawal if he

"completes school in an approved manner," even if he does not receive

a graduation diploma, so long as he "receives a certificate of at-

tendance or a certificate of completion."1 It is unclear how such a

student would be distinguished from the one who "has completed a

minimum amount of schoolwork," who would be classified as a dropout.

One other comment seems worth making. A student who left school

for even a few weeks and then returned, provided that he returned in

a,new school term, would appear in the accounting books as a dropout

and then a new entry. That he returned the next term would not erase

his name from the dropout list.
2

Dropout Studies: Design and Conduct

The National Education Association proposals for uniform dropout

to stildie.@. within States and local school systems were the Outgrowth of

an invitational meeting sponsored jointly-by the U.S. Office of

Education and the N.E.A. in October, 1963 for the purpose of promoting

uniformity of terms and procedures. The system developed was intended

1Ibid., po' 51..

21bid., pp; 0-390
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to be compatible with,the Putnam and Tankard handbook. Accordingly,

definitions in that work were adopted. Other crucial aspects of the

N.E.A. system include:

Beginning date for calculations. 'The annual cycle for studies

-is JUly 1 to June 300

Continuous membership. A pupil is a member of a class for the

entire calendar year, until he leaves by graduating (or'otherwiee

completing his work), transferring, dropping out, or dying. 'He does/

not have to reregister each fall to renew membership. ,

Arithmetic accountability0 This is the key concept ,in the N.E.A.

system. Its first implication is that a school system (or a school or

.State) must "balance its books"--must account for all students who

enter it by identifying them either as having withdrawn or as being

in current'membership. The second meaning of arithmetic sec tability,

is more comcrete. ItreferA to that base from which all arithme is

computations for a year will be made and is the,sum of end-of

membership (June 30) plus all graduates plus dropouts (July 1 to

June 30).1 The date fordetermining arithmetic accountability is

thus June 30, and,itsentity is equivalent to the start-of-year

members (the preceding July 1) plus transfers in, minus transfers'outp

minus deaths (all these quantities far July 1 to J4ne 30)0 Furthers

in some contexts an arithmetic accountability will be for some period

of time other than July 1 of one year to June 30 of the next, in

which case the periods of-time for counting the numbers of graduates

and dropouts used in computing the accountability will be adjusted

accordingly.

1National Education Association, 1965, pp° 214-250
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Annual holding power. This is defined as the quantity end-of-

year membership (June 30) plus graduates, divided by arithmetic

v)

accountability.

;Cumulati holding power. The power of a:school to hold a-

Class (i.e., that group of students who enter a 'secondary school

at about the same time and are expected with normal progress to

graduate at the same time) as it moves through auccessive grades

is measured by the total of eaduates from the Class (end-of..Tear,

mid-year, and summer) divided' by the arithmetic accountability.

, -

Dropout rates. Similarly, an annual dropout rate for a school

(or a system or a State), is the number of dropouts (july_1 to June 30)

divided by the arithmetic accountability (June 30). The cumulative

dropout rate for a Clahs is the number-of dropouts from the Class

over the period of time studied divided by the arithmetic acceability

at the end of that ti401

One aspect of the N.E.A. procedurea should be noted. The implicit,

assumption is made that educational attrment is an either-or process,

that one graduates or drops out. To use arithmetic accountability ar

a base for dropout rate computations means, for example, that if a

student drops out on July 1 of one year or waits until June- 30,of

theneXt he will have the same influence on an,annual dropout rate,

although in the latter case he will have been in membership for a

year (minus a day) longer. This Point _arises in a discussion of why

average daily.membership '.(ADM) was rejected as a base:

pp. 26-290
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Title VIII projects, it'is easier to develop such systems than

to achieve their implementation. If the U.4.. Office of Education

,seriously wants.to promote uniformity in obtaining and reporting

dropout information, it could begin by assuring that ESEA Title VIII

proje s employ uniform procedures. This could be accomplished either

by requiring that some of the project grant money be set aside for this

purpose or by proViding other funds specifically,for this ose, if

the-costs would unduly drain money from other project activities. .

The most. beneficial modification in the uniform system would,

we believe, be to expand the number of activities that would count

as school attendance. Determining the preciie range to be included

would take much study, and the result would depend on one's philosophical

bent. Activities, however, for which an argument could be"made would

include secondary schooling within correctional institutions, forms

of-rindePendent study, Job Corps participation,'formal apprenticeships,

other'on-site vocational education, attendance at certain proprietary

schools,' night high school attendance, and specialized schooling, as

in music or dance.
,

A different train of thopght-can lead to a different conclusion .

About dropbut'definitions.' In common Uiage,*the word "dropout"

his more meanings than the strictly technical. Timo* Leary associated

the term with ,drug use and the' act of reioviolgommoelf from American

society. A syndicated cartoon called "Dropouts" concerns tub characters

whose main activity seems to be lying on a beach on a remote tropical

island. Bachman quote a song by'a popular comedian-singer that

9s



associates, dropping out with pool halls, jails, "hopped-up" cars,

stupidity, arid bad looks.i It seems, then, unlikely that a student

Mx) chooses to leave school before high school graduation Will escapd

theseconnotationS of the term "dropout." We believe that to characterize

this student with these derogatory associations of the term is both

inaccurate and unfair. We would agree with the Statement of the

Newman panel on higher education, as applied to high schools as well

as to colleges:

"Dropping out" is a pejoratiVe term, and, we think,

unfortunately so. Individuals should be able to "drop

in" and "drop out" of college without social stigma.2

We would, then, agree with the suggestion that the term "dropout"

be abandoned in favor of a more nearly neutral word, such as

"school-leaver." Though we admit this tern is less colorful, its

adoption, if coupled with substantive reforms in the structures of

American secondary education and with meaningful changes in atti-

tudes toward education and schooling, could have some beneficial

effects.

1Bachman, 1971, p.

2Newman, 1971, po 20.
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IX. ESEA TITLE VIII PROJECTS

An analysis of dropping out as social deviance can contribute

to an understanding of ESEA Title VIII dropout prevention activities.

First, this analysis permits an assessment of the substance of 1

projects', needs assessments. Secon, it permits classifying project

activities into efforts to promote students' conformity to norms and

efforts to modify norms, which werbelieve is a useful basis for a

critique of the prbjects. Third, this analysis lends itself to an

assessment of how fundamentally the Title VIII projects are

dealing with the educational problems of students in project areas*
1

Three different modes of needs assessments are represented in the.

Title VIII projects. First, some' assessments of 10003:nomildsdare simply

,

attempts to correlate certain behaviorand character traits with

dropping out. An example of this kind of assessment is from the

Baltimore, Maryland project. A "profile" of a typical dropout from

the target area was developed from schools! records and interview data.

This dropout-was black, was as likely to be male as female, had poor

attendance, received failing grades, and was likely to have been

disciplined for "unsatisfactory behavior0 "2 Two features of such an

assessment are immediately obvious. First, it focuses on the dropout

himself. Our analysis suggests thst'it would be more useful to focus

on the interaction between the dropout and his specific school environp

went. Second, there is no formal attempt to construct a theory of

1The discussion that follows concerns only the ten original
projects and makes use of information from project reports
through FT 19710

2
Mertens, 1972, Baltimore; Md., p. 10
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causality. Dropouts are simply credited with possessing certain

characteristics. This. information may be helpful in identifying

students likely to drop out, but by itself it is a wholly inadequate

foundation on which to build a dropout prevention project. Yet

administrators from some projects have made the leap from the

statement that a dropout tends to possess a certain quality to the

statement that that quality causes dropping out.

The Texarkana, Arkansas project administrators, for example,

,.,observed that dropouts tended to be academically deficient and to

have inadequate' study Skills and concluded that remedying these problems

would prevent students from dropping oyrtol While we believe that

teaching students study skills and giv g them the opportunity to

overcome academic deficiencies are laudable activities in themselves,

it does not follow that these activities are the most efficient means

of preventing dropping out. There is no reason to believe that

academic deficiencies and inadequate study skills are the primary

causes of dropping out. While this may be the case, Sit is just as

reasonable to believe that these qualities and dropping out are both

the symptoms of some more basic cause. We would tend toward the view

that there is a more basid,cause behind the symptom of poor performance

and study methods and that dropping out results from both this more

basic cause and from the intervening symptoms. The ques

is essentially empirical, and the Texarkana needs asses ailed

to answer it,

Texarkana,vrk., p. to

9 6
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A second class of needs assessment depends on students', dropouts',

teachers', or oommunity members'/ perceptions of the causes of dropping
, N

out. The St. Louis, Missoviri project conducted such an assessment

by interviewing students, dropouts, and teachers. Some of the

results were quite interesting. Teachers, for example, expressed
4,

their belief that smaller classes and schools would reduce dropping

out, though neither students nor dropouts agreed. Students and

dropouts rated pregnancy as about the moat important reason, for

dropping out and the desire for a job as not far behind, but teachers

considered both these reasons to be insignificant. In addition;

dropotp placed higher importance on personal and family reasons than did

the other groups.' While the utility of these results is obvious,

and while it can be argued (and, we would agree) that student and

community perceptions can be the best base for building educational

programs, these results do not in themselVes make for a coherent theory

of the causes of dropping out in St. Louis. (This is not to say that

administrators who assume the need to reduce dropping out necessarily

need such a theory. In fact, we believe that this was one of the

best-utilized needsassessments and that the St. Louis project muss

in general, one of the most successful.)

A third class of needs assessment contains those that attempt

to come to grips with the fundamental causes,of dropping out in given

locales. An example is the Paducah, Kentucky assessment. Project

administrators discovered that dropouts tended to come from poor and

'Ibid., St. Louis, Mo., II.A.4., pp. 1-2.
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shattered families and discovered evidence that they lacked feelings.

of acceptance, worth, security, and love. The administrators con-

cluded, too, that schools made matters worse by emphasizing students'

weaknesses rattier than etrenaths and by belittling them rather than'

emphasizing their worth.
1

Having thus analyzed dropping out as a

psychological problem resulting from students' poor relationships

with family and school, the administrators sought to build a program that

would counteract rather thah reinforce the deetructivenesb of

students' home environMent.s.

It has been noted that project activities can be placed into

two classes, those that promote students1"conformity to school norm's

and those that involve modification of the norms themselves. 10.4ther

student conformity or norm modification should be supported depends

on the specific case. An ideal project liould begiA with a specific

understanding of the goals schooling was to accomplish in the project

area. Project administrators would then analyse those expectations that

dropouts wemunable to meet and attempt to determine whether theee

expectations were actually necessary to achieve the goals. If not) an

expectation would be abandoned. If, however, they were found to be

necessary, students would be gi-Yen what help they needed to meet the

school demands.

Actiyities in the Paducah project can be placed into each classic,

The central component involved instructional reforms. Some of these

reforms changed the nature of schools' academic expectations by

changing the mode of instruction. Students participated in outdoor

Paduipipia, Ky., II.A.L., p. to
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educational programs at a recreation.and education center maintained

by the Tennessee Valley.Authority. Thereplessons in language arts

and mathematics would tie removed from the, abstract classroom setting '

and instead would be'related to students' concrete activities. Similarly,

"intensive unit" remegial instruction would offer students unale to

adapt to the expectations of regular classrooms an alternative environ

ment in which to succeed academicAl1y.
1

On the other hand, other activities of the Paducah project were

attempts to improve the schools' efficiency in persuading students to

conform to the already existing norms. An important aspect of the

"intensive unit" program, for example,lias the use of techniques of

behavior modification to lead students to conform better to the norms

of classroom management, which Philip Jackson analyzed. The evaluation

of this program' included an assessment of students' conformity with

a "Behavior Checklist." Among ",inappropriate motor behaviors" identified

on this checklist were: "turning head or head and body to look at

another person; showing objects to another child; attending to another

child." Other "inappropriate behaviors" included: "Blurting out. Vocal

noises, singing, whistling, laughing, ete."2 The project administrators

seem to have taken the norms implied here as a given. We would

question whether they actually are necessary in this form for

educational growth:
a

lIbid., Paducah, Ky., II.C.1., p. 1.

2Ibid., Paducah, Icy., Ill..0#.3.,44.40
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Other project activities,,too stressed improving students'

conformity to existing norms. The'central purpose of a ',Home-School*,

component was to gain parent support for efforts to improve students'

attendance, achievement, and behavior.,
1

This seems to be the primaiy

-----

aim of most such attempts in Title VIII projects to establish stronger

ties between the-school and home.

It is worth commenting that those projects that provide services

Tor pregnant students under the name "continuing education" are, by

'segregating these women from regular classroods, persisting in

consigning them to the status of /social deviants, no matter how

supportive an environment their special classes are. It is difficult

to see how this practice can support any proper educational goal. If

this policy ,Of exclusion represents teachers and administrators'

moral judgment, these students should be allowed to remain in regular

classes, except in those rare instances when there is medical reason

to remove them and unless being pregnant isolates them from their

peer, groups.

One crucial area of norms with which the Title VIII projects have

not dealt contains those norms that arise froM schools' social

functions. The Paducah project, for example, attempted to modify.

some norms of academic performance and tried to promote better

adaptation to expectations of classroom behavior, but norms relating

to schools' socializing functions were ignored. The Batealand, South

Dakota project was the only exception to this generalization. In

their needs assessment, project administrators express the view that

s

'Ibid., Paducah, Ky., II.C.2., p. 10
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high dropout rates amory the Oglala Sioux in the project area are

only one symptom of the greater problem of Indian-white relationships

in this country. The Indians, they argue, are faced with a great

dilemma. Onthe one hand, they can retain their. culture and traditiome

and live with the accompanying poverty, while on the other, they can

become economically and socially assimilated into the dominant white

world and lose their own sub-culture. The schools, the project

administrators say, have failed to help these Indians. reach realistic

1
life-choices between these alternatives. This analysis should lead

to a recognition of school norms relating to the encounter between the

two cultures within that institution.

Unfortunately, however, project activities reflect little of

this analysis orof Rosalie Wax's analysis of the ',education problem

of the aglala. ,
Three project components were to deal directly with the

fact of a high dropout rate among these Indians, but as of FY 1971,

little of substance was actually being accomplished. A nparental

involvement" component was to involve parents in the operations of the

schools, from which they had long been alienated. As the component

operated, however, it c ems to have been basically a public relations

arm of the school adm tration. The project evaluator could produce

no evidence that parents' suggestions had'any impact on the school

administration, and a plan to train school board members in

local communities apparently was shelved.
2 A component of "institution

.changes" which was intended to remake the schools to provide better

'Ibid., Batesland4. p. 1.

2lbid., Bateslands S. D., p. 1.
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for the unique needs orthe Oglala, seems to have accomplished very

little of'what it set out to clop' Further, a compOnent designed to

beip btu dent,:. adjt.st to dormitory life seems to have been non-

.

operatioal.
2 The thrust of this component, even on Paper, was to 1

lead students to accept life in dorMitories. YA, as Wax describeds

a fundamental problem was that the expectation. that students should .

live in these dormitories was in conflict with the expectation that

they reach certain levels of academic performance. Clearly enough,

the situation called for changing the norms, not trying to promote

students' conformity.

The School system that was created for the Oglala Sioux is a

clear-cu case of a sodial institution that has become destructive

of the pe ple it is cha d with serving. The Batesland needs

assessment reflects some sensitivity to this fact, yet project

activities, instead of seeking to remake schools' social functions

and expectations, have tried to lead students to conform better to

the expectations as they are.

1
Ibid., Batesland, S. D., III.B.1., p. 1.

2lbid.
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X. RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations for an educational policy that would face

the problem pbsed by dropouts arise from the analysis and research

examined in this paper,

Vigorous action should be taken to confront the problem of

Student pushouts. The U.S. Office of Education should urge school'

systems to respect students' rights of due process and to First

Amendment and personal expression. The exercise of legally protected,

rights should never become the reason for'disciplinary action.

Further, the U.S.O.E. should require that a part of 011 federally-

funded dropout prevention efforts be the establishment of-procedures

to protect the rights of students threatened with suspension or

expulsion. .These rights include, but are not limited to; the right

of the accused to know the offense he is charged with committing,

the right to be represented by counsel, the right to access total

evidence against him, the right to testify and present evidence and

witnesses, and the right to question his accusors.1

The U.S. Office of Education ahould immediately investigate

charges of massive suspensions and expulsions of black students

from recently desegregated schools. If the charges have basis in

fact, the U.8.O.E. should do what is within its power to assure that

the practice ceases.

Special services should be provided students'with unique needs.

Included in this group are the emotionally disturbed, the mentally

retarded, and thpse for whom a language barrier exists, including,

Several model systems exist. One, developed by the N.E.A. Tas3c
Force on Student Involvement, is the Code of Student Rights
and Responsibilities (Washington: 1971)c.
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studen 3, speaking only non-standard diad.acts of English. The

practi of assigning these students to "dumping grouribistishould

cease.

If the U.S. Office of Education is concerned with comparability

in reportings af dropout rates, it should urge the adoption of

uniform definitions and accounting procedures. In particular, school

systems operating ESEA Title VIII projects should be required to

institute a uniform system, financing it with part of their grant

money if possible or with additional federal fUnds if necessary*

The idea of dropping out as social deviance should suggest a

general approach to dropout prevention. If a school system is seepim

to reduce the number of students who leave before graduation, its

administrators should try first to understand what the specific

expectations are in the school environment that these students are

failing to meet. If meeting these expectations is essentially unrelated

to educational achievement, they should, if possible, be ab med.

For example, the practice of banning pregnant students from regular

classrooms should be stopped, with only a few exceptions, such as

when legitimate medical reasons for exclusion exist or when such ,studeots

will experience psychologically damaging peer-group rejection. Similarly,

physical handicaps that do not interfere with education should be

no reason for. the denial of access to regular schooling. Further,

no student should be excluded or otherwise penalized for the in-

ability to conform to a single mode of learning. It should be

recognized that equally able students may not be equally well suited

to.ttle same forms of instruction. Alternatives should be available*
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The norms that arise i'rom the artificial structuring of time

, that characterizes schooling should be abandoned° High school

graduation should be possible well before a student has sat through

twelve years of schooling, if that is his option. In generaly, muchf

greater freedom for exit from and re-entry to high schools should

be allowed. Credentialing and evaluation should, thus, be changed,

perhaps to permit the certification of POssession of skills rather

than of years of schooling°

As educational options expand, so should the options of adult

lives for which this education is preparatory° Individual aspiratkzn

to middle class life shOuld not be the only social goal se;-ved by

schooline(and there is great evidence that even this\goal is being

poorly setNed)0 Schools should encourage a variety of forma of social

aspiration, some of which may allow continuing identity with one's

sub-culture and some of which may, allow group mobility°

To accomplish this end, communities must be returned the power

to define the functions of their schools° Practical and philosophical

problems no doubt exist in allowing communities this control if equality

and social justice are not to be sacrificed, but these problems must be

solved, for defining one's future of the future of one's children is

a rightthat cannot be usurped without creating an alienation that itself

defends against the external imposition of life definitions.

A dropout policy thus becomes a policy for remaking schools and

their functions°
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More research would be necessary to fill in the flesh of

this outline of a dropout policy* Specifically,, more detailed

knowledge is needed of the ways in which schools socialize young

people, of the kinds of mobility schools are best suited to encourages

and of alternative forms of mobility appropriate to the social and

economic context of American life today. In addition, there is

relatively little information on schools' effects on women. How do

the expectations they encounter di 'fer from men'? How does their

rearing in comparison to menle prepare them to live in the environ

ment of school? 'How do school staffing patterns that evide-nce

discrimination against women affect their perceptions? These and

related questions need thoughtful probing if the phenomenon of

dropping out is to be understood*

r
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